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SUMMARY
There is an increasing demand for higher bandwidth (BW) between logic and
memory ICs for future smart mobile systems. Such high BW are proposed to be
achieved using 3D interposers that have ultra-small through-package-via (TPVs)
interconnections to connect the logic device on one side of the interposer to the
memory on the other side. The current approach is primarily based on organic or
silicon interposers. However, organic interposers face several challenges due to their
poor dimensional stability, and coefﬁcient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch to
silicon ICs. Silicon interposers made with back-end-of-line (BEOL) wafer processes
can achieve the required wiring and I/O density, but are not cost effective, and in
addition exhibit higher electrical loss due to the semiconducting nature of the Si
substrate. In this research, ultra-thin 3D Glass Interposers are studied as a superior
alternative to organic and silicon interposers. The fundamental focus of this research
is to achieve ultra-small TPVs in thin glass with dimensions similar to that of
through-silicon-vias (TSVs) in silicon.
The objective of this research is to study and demonstrate ultra-small pitch
(30µm) TPV hole formation (10µm diameter), metallization and electrical
characterization in ultra-thin (30µm) glass substrates. To meet these objectives, this
study focusses on four main research tasks: a) electrical modeling and design of ultrasmall TPVs in glass, b) small diameter TPV hole formation with minimum defects, c)
copper metallization of TPVs with reliable adhesion, and d) electrical characterization
of TPVs.
This research reports the first demonstration of ultra-small TPVs (10-15µm in
diameter) in ultra-thin glass interposer substrates (30µm). A thin-glass handling
method is developed using polymer surface layers to achieve defect-free handling of
xxi

glass even at thicknesses as low as 30µm. Several TPV formation methods are
explored including excimer laser ablation using 193nm (ArF) lasers to form TPVs
with smallest diameter and pitch. A brief study on the through-put capabilities of
these excimer lasers is also discussed. The fundamental approach to TPV
metallization involves a semi-additive-plating process (SAP) using electroless and
electrolytic copper deposition techniques. The resulting side-wall surfaces of TPVs
after metallization are analyzed through SEM imaging of TPV cross-sections, and are
further characterized using nano-indentation tests. Additionally, thermo-mechanical
reliability tests and failure analysis are performed to study the reliability of TPVs that
are metallized with Cu. This research culminates in design, fabrication and electrical
characterization of small pitch TPVs in ultra-thin glass interposers (30µm).
The intellectual contribution and novelty of this dissertation can be
summarized as follows:


First exploration of 3D Glass Interposer Package concept, with ultra-small TPVs
in glass at same dimensions like TSVs.



Concept of Ultra-thin (30µm) glass substrates with new polymer dielectrics for
improved handling, defect-free TPV formation and ease of copper metallization.



Investigation of methods for defect-free formation of small TPVs (10-15µm
diameter) at small pitch (< 30µm) through laser-glass interaction studies and
surface morphology analysis.



Panel-based double-side fabrication approach to achieve the thinnest glass
interposer substrate reported till date.



Ultra-miniaturized and SMT compatible RF filter integration in double-side glass
interposers with small pitch TPVs.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The recent evolution of portable electronic systems such as smartphones
began to drive advanced packaging technologies with the following attributes: a) high
performance, b) small form-factor, c) low cost, and d) high functionality. Transistor
scaling has enabled miniaturization at the device level through the implementation of
the system-on-chip (SOC) approach, but even so, there are fundamental challenges
with achieving all smartphone system functions in a single chip. These challenges are
due to: a) processing requirements at different technology nodes for disparate
functional blocks (RF, digital, analog, and sensors), b) interference between the
disparate functional blocks, c) design complexity and d) cost considerations. Efforts
to overcome these challenges have led to many new concepts including separate dies
for each function and stacking of these dies with shortest and high band-width routing
in-between. At present, two concepts are being developed to achieve high-density
routing between separate dies: 3D IC stacks interconnected with through-silicon-vias
(TSVs) and 2.5D with side-by-side ICs. A third concept, called 3D interposer, is
proposed by Georgia Tech. All of these architectures can be referred to as a short term
strategy towards integrating the entire system on a single carrier or substrate (systemon-package: SOP) in the long term. The SOP approach provides heterogeneous
integration and helps achieve system goals for cost, miniaturization, functionality and
performance [1-3]. A schematic cross-section of the SOP approach is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System Scaling with 3D SOP concept requiring Small pitch TPVs in ultra-thin
glass interposers-by Prof. Rao Tummala (GT-PRC).

As Figure 1 illustrates, in the SOP approach, heterogeneous and system-level
functions require 3D and 2.5D package structures that enable ultra-high-density
interconnections between ICs; for example, between the logic and memory ICs. Such
interconnections are initially achieved with interposers that would then become BGA
packages and eventually system packages in the SOP concept.
1.1 Need for 3D Interposers
Improvements in high-bandwidth can be achieved in two ways: a) high speed
data processing (in logic) and b) high speed data transfer or communication (highbandwidth) between memory and logic devices. There has always been an increasing
demand for higher and higher bandwidth interconnections between logic and memory
ICs. This need is currently being met by package-on-package (POP), which provides
the bandwidth in the form-factor required of today’s smart systems [4]. Figure 2
illustrates the current and future demand for high-bandwidth between logic and
memory ICs in smartphones.
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Figure 2: Trend for computational speeds and bandwidth between logic and memory
ICs that shows the increasing demand for high bandwidth in future smartphone
systems.

3D stacking of ICs using TSVs is being widely developed as the ultimate
solution to achieve the highest possible bandwidth enabled by the shortest
interconnection length [5-7]. However, such an approach poses several challenges
including: a) need for TSVs in the logic die, b) thermal management within the 3D
stack, c) high cost of TSV interconnections, and d) manufacturing infrastructure [8,
9]. To overcome these challenges, an approach referred to as 3D interposer was
proposed by Georgia Tech, and this approach is being developed as a compelling
alternative to 3D ICs with TSVs [10, 11]. Figure 3 illustrates both these approaches.
3D interposers like 3D ICs are able to provide ultra-high density interconnections
with ultra-high bit-rate per interconnection. Moreover, a 3D interposer approach
eliminates the need for TSVs through logic die (Figure 3b). High density
interconnections between the logic and memory ICs in the 3D interposer concept are
achieved by using very thin interposers (glass) with small-pitch TPVs having
diameters comparable to TSVs within 3D IC stacks. The 3D glass interposer approach
thus provides a compelling alternative for achieving high bandwidth by means of: a)
3

high density TPVs in glass, b) ultra-short interconnection length between logic and
memory, and c) ultra-low loss substrate.
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Memory

Memory

Memory

Memory
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Logic
Organic or Silicon Interposer or Package

Printed Wiring Board
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Figure 3: Logic-to-memory interconnections in a) 3D IC stack approach with small
pitch and short TSVs and b) 3D interposer approach with small pitch and short TPVs.
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Figure 4: Two different configurations of logic and memory ICs within 3D
Interposer approach: A) Logic on top for high power applications and B) Logic at
the bottom for low power mobile.
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In the 3D interposer approach, when using thermally insulating materials such
as glass for interposers, it is important to effectively dissipate the heat from the logic
ICs. For high power applications it may be desirable to assemble the logic IC on the
top (connected to a heat sink) and the 3D memory stack on the bottom. On the other
hand, for low-power mobile applications, the logic could be connected to the bottom
side with the memory stack on top. Thus, depending on the operating power levels
and design requirements, the position of the logic and memory ICs within the doubleside interposer can be modified as illustrated in Figure 4. In summary, two possible
configurations can exist: a) logic on top and memory at the bottom – for high
performance applications, that require effective thermal management of the logic die
through heat sinks, and b) logic at the bottom and memory on top – for low-power
mobile applications.
1.2 Interposers versus Packages
a) What is an Interposer?
An interposer is an electronic substrate that provides ultra-high density
interconnections between ICs either in 2D or in 3D. The difference between package
and interposer is related to the I/O density as measured by I/O pitch at chip level. As
shown in Figure 5a, the I/O density of ICs on organic BGA are limited to 120µm
pitch, but the need to achieve the bandwidth requires much smaller pitch. Hence,
there is a need for interposers that achieve I/O pitch of less than 40µm (Figure 5b).
The interposer functions as a space-transformer to bridge the interconnection gap
between ICs (< 40µm I/O pitch) and organic packages (~ 120µm pitch). The
interposer is assembled on an organic BGA package, which is then assembled on the
printed wiring board (400-500µm BGA pitch). The interposer must have ultra-high
density of horizontal interconnections comprised of many small-conductor traces
5

(redistribution layers - RDLs) as well as vertical interconnections called throughpackage-vias (TPVs). The TPVs along with RDL provide in-plane (2D) as well as
out-of-plane (3D) interconnections between multiple ICs.
< 40 µm pitch
IC

120 µm pitch
IC

BGA Package

Interposer

400 µm pitch

BGA Package

PWB

PWB

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Organic package versus interposer, a) traditional BGA package, b) interposer.

a) Types of interposers
Depending on the way the ICs are interconnected to the interposer, an
interposer can be classified into two types:
a) 2.5D Interposer
b) 3D Interposer
In a 2.5D interposer, side-by-side integration of ICs or 3D ICs is achieved
through RDLs made up of multiple layers of small copper traces interconnected by so
called micro-vias. A schematic diagram of a 2.5D interposer is shown in Figure 6a. In
fact, such 2.5D silicon interposers have been developed by Xilinx for packaging their
FPGA modules [12, 13]. The silicon interposer is fabricated using 65nm/45nm node
technology and is subsequently assembled onto an organic BGA package with a BGA
pitch of 1mm.
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Small Line and space redistribution layers

Silicon Die

Silicon Die
Interposer

Organic Package

(a)
30µm

Small Pitch through-package-vias

Silicon Die
Interposer

Silicon Die
Printed Wiring Board (PWB)
400µm

(b)
Figure 6: Cross-section schematic of Interposers: a) 2.5D side-by-side integration, b) 3D
double-side integration.

Although 2.5D interposers achieve high bandwidth interconnections, further
improvements in bandwidth are desired with shorter and higher density of
interconnections between logic and memory ICs. This can be achieved using 3D
interposers with double-side assembly of ICs. A schematic cross-section of a 3D
interposer is shown in Figure 6b. Vertical interconnection between ICs on double-side
interposers is achieved using small-pitch TPVs as low as 20-40µm in pitch.
1.3 Through-package-via
TPVs provide vertical interconnection between components on double-side
3D interposers. Current interposer technology includes the ability to use organic and
silicon substrates. In this research, panel-based 3D glass interposers are studied as a
superior alternative to silicon and organic interposers. The evolution of interposer
technology is shown in Figure 7. Although TPVs can be formed in organic, silicon or
glass substrates, organic and silicon substrates have some limitations.
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Figure 7: Evolution of Interposer technology as a function of Relative cost and I/O pitch
(Prof. Tummala).

The traditional approach to interconnecting individual or multiple ICs is
primarily based on using an organic package between the IC and printed circuit board
(PCB) [14, 15]. However, there are two major shortcomings with this approach
namely: a) difficulty in achieving high I/Os with small bump pitch because of the
poor dimensional stability of organic substrates, which requires large capture pads for
layer-to-layer via registration, and b) warpage that results from the addition of thinner
dielectric layers [16, 17].
Although silicon interposers overcame the challenges of organic packages
[18], they pose a different set of challenges such as high cost due to limited wafer size
(200-300mm). Limited wafer size yields fewer large interposers per wafer. In
addition, the cost of insulating liners for electrical isolation of via conductors is quite
high. The high cost is attributed to single-side processes as well as the need for backgrinding and polishing to achieve thin Si interposers. Back-End-of-Line (BEOL)
process technologies such as physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor
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deposition (CVD) and Bosch reactive ion etching (RIE) for TSVs are typically used,
which also lead to higher costs.
Although organic and silicon interposers pose challenges, each material also
has certain benefits. Organic interposers are low in cost due to large panel processing,
and silicon interposers help achieve high I/O density due to high thermal stability and
surface smoothness. For this study, glass interposers were selected because they offer
the benefits of both organic and silicon interposers. Glass interposers allow for largepanel processing and exhibit high thermal stability. In addition, glass has excellent
electrical properties. A cross-section schematic of the proposed glass interposer is
shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8, interconnections between logic and memory
ICs in these 3D double-side interposers are proposed to be achieved using small pitch
TPVs in glass. In the future, the glass interposer can be thought of as a BGA package
with surface-mountable BGA interconnections.

Memory
Memory
Memory

Glass
Core

30180
µm

Digital IC
50-100
µm

PCB

Figure 8: Schematic cross-section of the proposed 3D Glass interposer approach.
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1.4 Motivation for Glass Interposers
Glass is proposed by Georgia Tech as the best electronic substrate material
due to its favorable material properties [19]. A comparison between the electrical
properties, process complexity, and cost associated with glass, silicon, organic and
ceramic interposers is listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, glass has high electrical
resistivity (1012 to 1016 ohm.cm), resulting in lower insertion loss and cross-talk
compared with silicon. In addition, the ultra-smooth glass surface enables direct
metallization of conductor traces that have small line-width geometries. Moreover,
glass exhibits good dimensional stability, low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
similar to silicon die, and high thermal stability. All of these properties suggest that
glass would be an outstanding electronic interposer substrate material.

Table 1: Comparison of various alternate materials for interposer application
Material 
Glass
CMOS
PV
Si Ceramic
Organic
grade Si
(panel)
(wafer)
1012 to 1016
6.4x104
15x10-3 to
106-1014
> 106
Electrical
-3
40x10
Resistivity
(ohm.cm)
Electrical
Insertion Loss
and Cross-talk
Ease of via
Formation

Very low

High

High

Low

Moderate

Slow

Good

Good

Slow

Moderate

Ease of
Metallization

Good
(direct
deposition)
Low

Dielectric
liner
required
High

Dielectric
liner
required
Low

Moderate

Good

High

Low

Low

High

Moderate

High

High

Raw Wafer or
Panel Cost
Processed Cost
per I/O
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The specific properties that distinguish glass as an outstanding candidate for
substrate material are discussed below:
a) Electrical properties: Glass exhibits very high resistivity (1012 to 1016 Ω.cm) and
low loss tangent values (tan δ = 0.002). This insulating behavior of glass allows
direct metallization on the glass surfaces, which is not feasible with silicon, that
require an oxide liner for electrical isolation between the conductive metal and the
semiconducting silicon substrate. Although organic materials also exhibit good
electrical isolation, they have a tendency to absorb moisture which degrades their
electrical behavior.
b) Thermal properties: Glasses are inorganic materials with high rigidity (modulus)
and low CTEs. The CTE of glass can be modified by varying the glass
composition which includes network formers (inorganic oxides) and network
modifiers. This flexibility in CTE is important when considering glass as a
package material, especially when the thermo-mechanical stress values need to be
optimized for minimum stress at the die-to-interposer and interposer-to-board
interconnections simultaneously. The CTE of glass typically can be varied
between 0.5 and 10 ppm/oC. Moreover, the high elastic modulus of glass (70-80
GPa) provides excellent rigidity, leading to lower warpage.
c) Thermal stability: Glass, similar to Si, is an inorganic and high-temperature
material. As such, it has a high glass transition temperature and thus is thermally
stable up to about 500-700oC compared to organic laminates (that are stable up to
about 100-220oC).
d) Large-substrate availability: Glass is manufactured by glass companies for
display applications in thin sheets using one of the three methods: a) fusion, b)
down-draw, and c) float process. The thickness of freshly drawn glass can be
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engineered to a value between 30-100µm, thus eliminating the need for chemicalmechanical-polishing (CMP). CMP is an expensive process that can introduce
surface defects and eventually lead to failures in glass interposers during
reliability testing. The availability of thin glass panels from three different glass
manufacturers: a) fusion process by Corning (Figure 9a), b) down-draw process
by Schott (Figure 9b) or c) float process by Asahi Glass Company (Figure 9c) are
shown in Figure 9. The thickness of all the above glass types is less than 100µm
(with a minimum thickness value of 30µm).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Thin-glass substrate (30-100µm) availability, a) fusion glass by corning [20], b)
down-draw glass by Schott [21], and c) float glass by Asahi Glass Company [22].

Figure 10: Productivity advantage from increased panel size, yielding more interposers
per panel.

e) Low-cost of glass interposers: The low cost of glass interposers is due to two
main factors; a) the use of large-area panels, yielding about eight times more
interposers than with 300mm silicon wafers (Figure 10), and b) the use of lowcost materials and processes for TPVs and RDL. The material and process factors
that lead to lower cost glass interposers include: a) large and thin dry films that
12

can be laminated with non-vacuum and high throughput package processes as
opposed to expensive wafer-based BEOL processes, b) simplified double-side
processes with a reduced number of process steps, c) no CMP steps, d) low
temperature polymer deposition for TPV liners and build-up dielectrics and e) a
minimum number of RDL routing layers on both sides of the glass interposer.
1.5 Fundamental Challenges in TPV in Glass Interposers
Although glass exhibits a number of advantages as described in the previous
section, it has the following two fundamental limitations; it is a brittle material and it
has very low thermal conductivity (1W/mK), about two orders of magnitude less than
silicon (150W/mK). A typical stress-strain graph for glass and a material like copper
is shown in Figure 11. As shown in the figure, the failure modes are different for the
two materials. In the case of glass, failures occur due to brittle fracture as indicated by
the red line, and the strain values are significantly smaller (0.1%) at the corresponding
critical stress values. On the hand, a material such as copper undergoes ductile failure
with higher strain values (10%).

Brittle Failure
X

Ductile
Failure

Yield Point
Stress (σ)
N/m2

Elastic
limit

Strain (ε)

Figure 11: Typical stress-strain characteristics of glass versus metal.
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These fundamental limitations give rise to many challenges in processing glass
interposers that include:
a) Defect-free formation of small diameter TPV holes at small pitch
b) Reliable copper metallization of TPVs with good adhesion
c) Thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs
d) Thermal management through the low-conductivity glass substrate
e) Assembly of ICs onto thin and brittle glass interposers and subsequent assembly
onto organic package or board.
This research focuses on addressing the first two fundamental challenges,
namely, a) defect-free TPV hole formation and b) copper metallization of TPVs.
Recent studies have focused on addressing some of the above challenges
associated with: a) thermo-mechanical reliability of copper-plated through-vias in
glass [23]; b) thermal management in glass interposers [24]; and c) glass interposers
as BGA packages that are directly assembled onto printed-wiring-boards [25].
a) TPV Hole formation challenge
Glass is prone to brittle failure in the presence of ultra-small surface defects.
Although freshly drawn glass has a pristine surface and thus very high strength,
defects are introduced during subsequent processing steps. Griffith derived the
relation between the critical stress value for failure and defect length as shown in
equation 1.
√

Where,
glass;

(1)

is the critical stress value at failure;

is the free surface energy of glass; and

is the Young’s modulus of
is the critical defect length.

According to this equation, even a 1µm size defect that can easily be created during
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any of the glass interposer fabrication processes can lead to fracture at very low
stresses.
Defects in glass can be introduced in many ways such as handling and via
formation. A scenario wherein defects are formed in glass after laser ablation is
illustrated in Figure 12. As shown in the figure an array of 100 TPVs at 100µm pitch
was drilled sequentially using high power UV laser in a glass substrate having a
thickness of 180µm. After laser ablation, cracks were observed both on the surface as
well as in the bulk of glass. The crack formation can be attributed to the localized
stress accumulation resulting from the thermal nature of the laser ablation process and
low thermal conductivity of the glass substrates. In fact the formation of cracks on the
glass surfaces when subjected to high power laser pulses has been studied and
reported by Y. Kanemitsu and Y. Tanaka in 1987 [26]. Furthermore, the close
proximity of the TPVs (small pitch) gives rise to additional challenges in defect-free
TPV formation.
cracks

Figure 12: Top view optical image of TPV array in glass, showing crack formation after
high power UV laser ablation.

b) TPV with Cu Metallization
While smooth glass surfaces without any surface defects are desirable to avoid
crack initiation, they are not preferred from a metal-adhesion point of view.
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Additionally, the CTE mismatch between glass (3 ppm) and copper metallization (17
ppm) results in high thermo-mechanical stresses during assembly. Such stresses can
induce fatigue-related failures during reliability testing, wherein the sample is subject
to alternating high and low temperatures respectively. Additionally, in the presence of
surface defects, this high stress can cause crack propagation in glass, eventually
leading to catastrophic failures in TPVs.
1.6 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are twofold:
a) To explore and demonstrate ultra-small TPV-hole formation in ultra-thin glass
interposers with minimal surface defects.
b) To achieve copper metallization in these holes with good adhesion and
minimizing CTE-induced cracks.
Moreover, to understand the signal propagation through metallized TPVs, the
electrical performance of small TPVs is analyzed through insertion loss and cross-talk
simulations and measurements.
This dissertation primarily focuses on formation and metallization of ultrasmall TPVs and their characterization in ultra-thin glass substrates. A schematic
cross-section of the interposer proposed in this research, made of ultra-thin glass
substrates with small pitch TPVs, is illustrated in Figure 13. The thickness of the
proposed glass interposer is 30µm, while the desired TPV diameter and pitch are
10µm and 30µm respectively. The TPVs are metallized with copper through doubleside electroless and electrolytic plating approaches.
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Figure 13: Schematic cross-section of ultra-thin glass interposer with fundamental focus
on small pitch TPVs.

This research, for the first time, studies the formation and metallization of
ultra-small TPVs in glass having ‘TSV-like’ dimensions. The key features and goals
of this research in comparison to previous state-of-the-art research are shown in
Table 2.

Parameters

Table 2: Proposed research versus state of art
State of the Art
Proposed Research

Glass Thickness

100 – 500 µm

30µm

TPV Diameter

50 – 200 µm

10µm

TPV Pitch

100 – 500 µm

< 30µm

Process Methods

Wafer-based

Panel-based

Bare Glass

Polymer on Glass

1.7 Proposed research to achieve objectives
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Each chapter begins with a
theoretical basis of fundamental principles followed by processes, characterization
and analysis.
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In this chapter, the need for 3D interposers requiring ultra-small TPVs using
glass as the interposer material was discussed. The next six chapters are organized as
follows:
CHAPTER 2: In chapter 2, the relevant prior research on TPV formation,
metallization, and characterization in glass substrates is presented.
CHAPTER 3: In chapter 3, the electrical design of ultra-small TPVs in thin
glass is discussed. Based on the simulation results, design guidelines are outlined for
subsequent via formation and metallization tasks.
CHAPTER 4: This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section,
several TPV formation methods are investigated from a fundamental perspective.
These include mechanical processes, photo-chemical etching, and laser ablation.
Based on these studies, process guidelines for defect-free TPV formation are
established.
In the second section, excimer laser ablation (193nm) is studied for achieving
ultra-small TPV holes in 30µm thin glass substrates.
CHAPTER 5: In chapter 5, the metallization of TPVs in glass using doubleside electroless and electrolytic copper deposition is studied. Additionally, the
thermo-mechanical behavior of Cu-plated TPVs is analyzed through thermal cycle
tests (TCT). The results from failure analysis are also discussed.
CHAPTER 6: In this chapter, the electrical behavior of small TPVs is
analyzed through insertion loss measurements. Additionally, fabrication of multilayer glass interposers and implementation of RF filter devices are presented.
CHAPTER 7: The last chapter summarizes the key findings, research
contributions, and potential extensions of the research presented in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
PRIOR ART
The previous chapter established a compelling need for high density
interposers with fine pitch TPV and defined the research objectives as well as the
fundamental challenges associated with TPV in glass interposers. The two major
challenges identified were: a) defect-free TPV hole formation and b) reliable TPV
metallization in ultra-thin glass substrates. This chapter will provide a comprehensive
review of published literature addressing these two challenges. The final section in
this chapter will present a summary of published work on glass interposers with
particular emphasis on the electrical modeling and characterization of glass TPVs.
2.1 Prior work in TPV formation
This section describes prior work on the formation of through vias in glass
substrates by a wide variety of techniques over the past several years. The
fundamental barrier to thin glass interposers is the defect-free formation of small vias
in close proximity to each other (small pitch). The brittleness and chemical inertness
of glass make it difficult to machine through-holes at small pitch. Early methods for
glass micromachining, such as sandblasting, are limited in their ability to achieve
small via dimensions, and a number of recent methods have been pursued to reduce
the via diameter and pitch of TPVs in glass. However, there is limited published work
in the formation of TPVs at ultra-fine pitch below 100µm in ultra-thin glass below
100µm, which is the main focus of this research study.
a) Sandblasting:
Sandblasting was one of the earliest methods used to machine glass, and this
technique has been significantly improved in recent work on RF MEMS by Y.K. Park
[27]. Park formed TGVs with a diameter of 200µm in 500µm thick glass substrates
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with a via taper angle of 15 degrees. Due to the limitations in focusing the sandblasting
nozzle output to smaller spot sizes and also due to the lateral damage induced during

machining, it would be difficult to reduce the via diameter and pitch further. Also, the
smallest feature size is limited by the minimum size of the abrasive particles
(typically about 20-50µm).
b) Glass reflow over metal posts:
J.Y. Lee et. al. investigated a glass reflow process to achieve conductive
through vias in glass for wafer level RF MEMS application [28, 29]. In such a reflow
process, low resistivity silicon was patterned using DRIE and used as the underlying
substrate for glass reflow at a temperature of 1025oC. The patterned silicon posts were
subsequently etched away to form through vias in glass. A bottom-up plating
approach was used to metallize the vias using copper electroplating. Finally, CMP
was performed to reveal the TGVs. The diameter and pitch of TGVs reported using
the glass reflow process were 40µm and 140µm respectively.
NEC Schott has demonstrated and commercialized a similar technique using a
wafer-based glass interposer with vertical tungsten feed-throughs [30]. It was shown
that by flowing molten glass over tungsten plugs, vertical interconnections could be
achieved with good surface planarity. Such an approach integrates via formation and
metallization into a single step. The use of tungsten as the metallization material
resulted in significantly lower thermo-mechanical stresses during the high
temperature glass-flow process due to a close CTE match between tungsten and the
glass substrate. Tungsten vias with a minimum diameter of 100µm were formed using
this approach.
Although the above reflow process helped achieve glass substrates with
metallized TPVs, there are two challenges with this approach, a) the high
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temperatures required for glass reflow result in higher stress and b) the need for CMP
to reveal the back side of TPVs can result in glass cracking. Additionally, the high
viscosity of the glass melt limits the minimum TPV pitch to values greater than
100µm.
c) Photosensitive Glass:
The ability to introduce photosensitive compounds into the glass formulation
has attracted a great deal of attention due to the potential for the formation of millions
of TPVs in a glass wafer or panel all at the same time as opposed to the other serial
process methods described in this chapter. Hoya Glass demonstrated a process to
fabricate wafer-based glass interposers using photo-definable glass [31]. In this
process, via regions in the glass are selectively illuminated by UV light, and in the
subsequent high temperature sintering step, the UV irradiated regions are converted to
ceramic phase. Finally, the glass substrate is etched in a HF solution. The ceramic
regions gets etched away with higher selectivity and 10-20 times faster than the
unexposed glass regions, resulting in high aspect ratio TPVs. Through vias having
small diameters down to 25µm were achieved in photo-sensitive glass substrates with
a glass thickness of 100µm. Via metallization was achieved using sputtered-copper
seed-layer followed by electroplating. However, the size of the glass wafer was
limited to 120mm.
d) Electric discharge:
Researchers at Asahi Glass Company (AGC) have developed an electric
discharge method to form through vias in glass [32]. Dielectric breakdown in glass
occurs when a very high electric voltage is applied between across the two ends of the
dielectric. This causes melting and vaporization of the glass material and results in
through via hole formation. Minimum via diameters of 30-60µm in 100µm thick glass
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substrates were reported. Even though the electric discharge method is a serial
process, faster processing time of 300µs for a single via has been achieved, leading to
an overall throughput value of greater than 1000 vias per second. The resulting sidewall profile was observed to be slightly tapered with slight rounding around the via
entrance.
e) Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE):
DRIE based on SF6 plasma was used to form vertical feed-through in glass at
larger pitch (> 300µm) for MEMS applications [33-36]. The etch rates in glass are
slower (~ 0.6µm/min) compared to TSV etching in CMOS grade silicon. Higher etch
rates can be achieved by a) reducing the gas pressure, b) increasing the self-bias
voltage and glass flow within the reactive-ion chamber. Although DRIE is the
primary method used to produce TSVs in silicon, the adoption of DRIE to glass
requires further innovations in large panel etching tools and higher throughput
processes.
f) Laser ablation:
Laser ablation techniques have emerged as the primary choice for forming fine
pitch TPVs in glass, and a number of laser methods have been studied. Adela BenYarkar and Robert L. Byer have examined femto-second laser ablation properties of
borosilicate glass by studying the single-shot and multi-shot ablation threshold values
[37, 38]. The ablation phenomenon was observed to be almost wavelength
independent. High peak intensities associated with ultra-short laser pulses initiate
non-linear absorption of incident photons, leading to glass material removal.
Ying-Tung Chen et al. studied nanosecond excimer laser ablation in glass
using a mask projection method [39]. The glass surface morphology was studied as a
function of repetition rate, and the results in glass were compared to those obtained in
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polyimide and silicon. Prior work on excimer laser ablation in glass has been limited
to via formation in thicker glass substrates (500µm) [40-42].
In addition to excimer and femto-second lasers, a number of research studies
have investigated CO2 laser ablation for via formation in 500µm thick glass substrates
[43-46]. Brusberg et al. studied CO2 laser ablation in 500µm thick D263Teco glass
substrates. The study showed that TPVs with a diameter of 100µm were formed in
0.25 seconds; however, cracks were reported after thermal cycling in almost half the
TPVs [43]. Thermally induced stress was cited as a potential reason for failure. To
reduce the thermal stress generated during CO2 laser machining, a water assisted
ablation approach was studied by Chung C.K et al. [44]. In addition to water assisted
etching, the researchers investigated thick poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers on
glass prior to glass machining [46]. The PDMS layer was reported to reduce the
temperature gradient and heat-affected-zone after CO2 laser ablation. A recent study
from Mitsubishi Electric reported the formation of small diameter TPVs (25µm) using
CO2 laser ablation in 0.1mm thick glass substrates [47]. The formation of small TPVs
in glass was attributed to two reasons: a) ultra-short pulse width of lasers that reduced
the amount of heat generated in the ablation region, and b) surface treatment methods
that reduced the enlargement of the TPV holes, especially on the entrance side.
g) Laser Assisted Etching:
Nukaga, O et al. studied the fabrication of three dimensional TPVs in glass
using a laser assisted wet etch process [48]. A femto-second laser operating at 800nm
was first used to selectively modify the glass surface through multi-photon
absorption. Next, the laser modified regions were preferentially etched using diluted
HF solution. The study showed that through channels can be achieved with a
minimum feature size of 15µm using the above method.
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Corning has developed a method to form vias in glass at high through-put
[49]. The minimum diameter of vias achieved was 30µm in 150µm thick glass
substrates. To improve the strength of glass wafers with vias, Corning has patented a
method of introducing compressive stresses on the glass surface [50]. The
introduction of compressive stresses was achieved through an ion-exchange process.
The fracture toughness of glass with vias was reported to have significantly improved
after the exchange process.
A summary of the methods to form TPVs in glass is shown in Table 3 along
with the smallest dimensions achieved by each method.
Table 3: Summary of TPV formation methods
References
TPV method
Y.K Park et.al

Sand-blasting

JY Lee et.al

Glass reflow process

NEC Schott

-

Copper

-

Tungsten

Hoya Glass

Photo sensitive glass

Dimensions
(diameter/pitch)
200 (µm)

40/140 (µm)
100 (µm)
25 (µm)

3D Glass solutions
Asahi Glass Company

Electric discharge

30 (µm)

T. Akashi et.al

DRIE (SF6 /C4F8)

100 (µm)

L. Li et. al
X. Li et. al
Laser ablation
A.B Yarkar

-

fs laser

40 (µm)

-

Excimer laser

100 (µm)

-

CO2 laser

100 (µm)

Y.T Chen et.al, D. Bhatt et.al, K.
Berndet.al, A.A. Tseng et.al
L. Brusberg et.al, C.K Chung et. al,
S. Yu et. al
O. Nukaga et. al

Laser assisted etching

15µm features

Corning Glass

Corning propriety method

30 (µm)
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While it is clear that thinner glass would result in the formation of smaller
TPVs with shorter processing times and overall reduce the thermal and mechanical
damage to glass; migrating to thinner glass poses handling challenges in
manufacturing because glass is prone to brittle fracture in the presence of surface
defects. To further validate the fact that thinner glass can lead to smaller TPV holes, a
recent study by Coherent Laser has shown the formation of ultra-small through holes
in thin glass substrates using 193nm excimer laser ablation [51]. Although handling
can be classified as a manufacturing challenge, the following section provides a brief
summary of thin glass handling methods that have been developed primarily for
display applications.
2.2 Thin glass handling methods
Most of the prior work on glass interposers has focused on thicker glass
substrates (300-500µm) with process steps implemented on bare glass. In contrast,
this research studies and explores ultra-thin glass (< 100µm) for interposers using
novel polymer dielectrics on the glass surface for improved handling. The use of
polymeric coatings on glass for handling is well known in the display industry. This
section outlines some of the thin-glass handling methods reported in the literature.
a) Bare glass handling
Ultra-thin glass substrates are readily available in large panel format and
actively used for display applications [52, 53]. Asahi Glass Company in Japan has
developed a thin-glass (0.1mm) handling method using thicker glass as carrier
substrates [54]. The thickness of the carrier substrate is typically 500µm or higher.
Such an approach enables application of standard display processes to thin-glass,
thereby reducing the probability of defect growth and failures during manufacturing.
Additionally, Corning has performed a comparative study on the fracture toughness of
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glass and silicon wafers [49, 55]. Prior studies have shown that failures in glass and
silicon substrates are a function of defect density within the material [56], and the
strength of glass wafers was characterized using ring on ring tests. The resulting
weilbull distribution plot showed repeatable performance in the case of glass with
strength values varying between 300-500MPa. In summary, the strength of glass
wafers is highly dependent on the defect density and can at times be comparable or
has improved strength characteristics than silicon wafers.
b) Polymeric coatings on glass
The use of thin organic polymer films have been reported to increase the
strength of thin glass substrates [57-60]. Improvement in handling using polymer can
be attributed to the following three reasons: a) protection of the glass surface from
physical and chemical damage; b) polymer conforming over surface defects, resulting
in so called ‘defect healing’ in which the polymer arrests crack growth; and c)
introduction of compressive stress onto the glass surface. The effect of polymer
coatings on glass surfaces subjected to indentation loads has been studied [61, 62].
The lower modulus of the polymer was reported to cause reduction in the indentation
stresses generated on the surface of the glass.
2.3 Prior work in TPV metallization
Direct metallization on glass is a significant challenge due to its chemical
inertness and smooth interface. In addition, the thermo-mechanical stresses that arise
due to the CTE mismatch between glass and metallization material can cause
reliability failures in the metallized TPV. Copper is commonly used as the
metallization material owing to its high electrical conductivity. TPV metallization can
be achieved using the following methods:
-

Electroless deposition
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-

Sputtering (Physical Vapor Deposition - PVD / Chemical Vapor Deposition CVD)

-

Alternate conductor fill (tungsten or copper)

a) Electroless Deposition:
Electroless deposition of copper is an effective and low-cost approach that can
be scaled to large substrate processing. David Hutt et al. [63] examined the electroless
deposition of copper directly on glass using silane-based self-assembled monolayers
(SAM). The amine functional groups (NH2) within the silane molecule (3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane) provide adhesion between the palladium and tin
catalysts and the glass surface. The catalysts facilitated redox reactions within the
plating solution, resulting in a thin metal layer on the glass surface. In another work,
electroless copper deposition was achieved by functionalizing the glass surface using
silane and graft polymerization of aniline [64]. The resulting surface chemistry
provided good adhesion between glass and the palladium catalyst, which facilitated
electroless copper deposition.
Xiaoyun Cui et al. [65] characterized an electroless copper deposition process
on silane treated glass as a function of the plating time, temperature, and copper
surface profile. The study utilized surface characterization methods and revealed
adhesion failures at the interface between the copper and catalyst. To improve the
bonding strength, the researchers also investigated the impact of excimer laserinduced surface roughness on the adhesion of copper seed layer [66]. Laser-induced
surface roughness coupled with silane treatment helped improve the adhesion strength
between copper and glass. In addition to silane treated glass, the nature of glass
surface topology on plated copper adhesion was studied by Baofeng He et al. [67].
Glass surface roughness was induced using a KrF (248nm) excimer laser system.
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Bead blasting was also employed to create a rough topology on the glass surface.
Scratch tests were performed to study the adhesion of copper as a function of the glass
surface roughness. Adhesion strength was reported to have improved as the surface
roughness increased.
Selective metallization on laser modified photo-sensitive glass surface was
reported by Koji Sugioka and co-authors [68]. Femtosecond lasers were used to
initiate non-linear absorption on the glass surface that resulted in the generation of
free electrons. These free electrons caused reduction of the metal ions near the glass
surface, resulting in precipitation of metal onto the laser irradiated glass surface. Jian
Xu et. al. [69] studied in detail the mechanism involved in laser assisted metallization
on glass. In the laser assisted metallization approach, glass coated with silver nitride
was exposed to femto-second laser irradiation, which caused the silver atoms to be
deposited on the glass surface. These silver atoms acted as a seed layer for subsequent
metallization.
Direct metallization on glass has been studied for thin-film-transistor (TFT)
fabrication [70, 71]. NiB or copper was deposited using an electroless process and
patterned using a lithography step. The thickness of the plated metallization was in
the order of a few hundred nano-meters.
Direct plating of copper on glass for interposers was recently reported by
Simon Bamberg et al. [72]. According to Bamberg’s report, an electroless copper seed
layer was deposited on the bare glass surface using various surface roughening
techniques, including surface conditioning and chemical pretreatment.
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b) Sputtering and Vacuum Deposition
The deposition of thin metal films directly on glass using chemical-vapordeposition (CVD) or physical-vapor-deposition (PVD) techniques is very well
understood.
Chen et al. studied thin-adhesion layers on glass by sputtering titaniumtungsten (TiW), titanium (Ti), chrome (Cr) or copper (Cu) layers with a thickness of
120nm [73]. It was reported that TiW showed the highest adhesion strength of these
metals, and the optimum thickness of the TiW layer was determined to be 50nm.
To achieve complete seed-layer coverage without discontinuity inside high
aspect ratio (10:1) TPVs in glass, Ogutu et al. investigated a hybrid method using
sputtering and electroless deposition [74]. Initially, a thin Ti-Cu layer was sputtered
followed by electroless plating of nickel. Such a hybrid approach combines the
benefits of sputtering for their high adhesion strength with the electroless deposition
process to bridge the voids in the seed layer caused by the limitations of sputtering in
high aspect ratio vias.
Wang and co-authors from Corning studied via metallization in glass using
sputtering [49]. A thin layer of tantalum was sputtered using PVD prior to copper
seed layer deposition. Copper electroplating was used to subsequently metallize the
glass vias to the desired thickness.
c) Alternate TPV Fill
Asahi Glass Company and Triton reported on a process to metallize through
vias in glass with copper paste filling for 2.5D and 3D glass interposers [75, 76]. The
through vias in glass were formed using the electric discharge method, which yielded
TPVs with a minimum via pitch of 60µm in 100µm thick glass substrates. The
through vias were subsequently metallized using conductive metal paste, e.g., Cu-
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paste. The study showed that the CTE of the Cu-paste could be adjusted to a value
similar to that of the glass substrate to achieve higher reliability. Although Cu-paste
filling has been proposed as a lower cost-alternative to copper plating, the
conductivity of the Cu-paste is much lower (1.6 to 1.9 m Ohm/sq.) compared to plated
copper, that may affect the electrical performance of TPVs.
2.4 Prior Work in Glass Interposers
Glass as an interposer technology has attracted attention in the recent past due
to its favorable material properties. Although most of the interposer research has
focused on TSVs in silicon, a few groups have studied glass interposers. This section
provides an overview of the integration processes used to form TPVs and RDLs for
glass interposers pursued in industry and academia.
The lamination of multiple layers of thin glass to achieve glass interposers was
studied by researchers at the University of Loughborough in UK [77, 78]. Glass
sheets with 100µm thickness were used for the lamination study. The study showed
that reliable bonding between the glass sheets was achieved at relatively low
temperatures (200-300oC) and pressure values (1-3MPa) [79]. In the above study,
through vias in glass were formed using 248nm KrF-based excimer lasers, and a
minimum via diameter of 40µm was reported in 50µm thick glass substrates. In
addition, the study revealed that an increase in laser fluence from 3 J/cm2 to 4.5 J/cm2
resulted in a reduction of via taper angle from 19 degrees to 14 degrees [40].
Metallization of vias and conductive traces on the glass surface was achieved using
electroless copper seed-layer deposition. To achieve improved adhesion between the
electroless deposited copper and glass, a chemical consisting of silane molecules (3aminopropyl trimethoxy silane) was used to functionalize the glass surface [66]. It
was observed that the silane treatment helped increase the bond strength between
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glass and the catalyst (palladium or tin); however, adhesion failures were observed
during tape peel testing when seed-layer thickness exceeded 150nm.
Fraunhofer IZM explored glass-based electronic and photonic modules [8082] with through-glass-vias (TGVs) fabricated using femto-second and excimer laser
ablation. The glass substrates used for the TGV study had a thickness value of 400µm
or 500µm to facilitate handling during processing. The TiSa femtosecond (fs) laser
helped achieve through holes with an entrance diameter of 99µm in 500µm thick
glass. On the other hand, TGV formation using excimer lasers with nano-second pulse
duration yielded smaller via diameter at the entrance (48µm) compared to fs lasers
[81]. This implies that the highest aspect ratio of TGVs achieved using the above
ablation techniques was approximately 5:1. Sputtered and electroless copper
deposition were used to form the conductive seed layer for direct metallization on the
glass surfaces. In addition to the electrical interconnections, optical waveguides were
fabricated on the glass surface through an ion-exchange process using silver ions. The
silver ions replaced the sodium within the glass matrix and provided a graded
refractive index necessary for optical wave confinement. The work on such photonic
modules has focused on thicker glass substrates (400-500µm), which are significantly
easier to process compared to the ultra-thin glass substrates (30-100µm) proposed in
this research.
ITRI in collaboration with Corning have investigated the fabrication of glass
interposers using wafer-based processing methods that are commonly used for silicon
interposer fabrication [83, 84]. Through vias with a diameter of 30µm were formed in
100µm thin glass substrates by Corning. Subsequent metallization of the TPVs was
achieved using a combination of sputtered seeding (Ti+Cu) and copper electroplating.
Wafer thinning was performed on the glass substrates to reveal the TPVs on the back
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side and RDLs were lithographically patterned after flipping the glass wafer. PBO
was used as the passivation layer between RDL layers on each side of the interposer.
The line width on the RDL layers was limited to a minimum value of 20µm in the
above study.
A recent study on thin glass interposers by TSMC demonstrated the ability to
process a 50µm thin glass substrate using a thicker silicon wafer as the carrier
substrate [85, 86]. The diameter of the carrier wafer was 300mm. Vias were formed in
glass using laser ablation, and a minimum via diameter and pitch of 25µm and 45µm
respectively were reported. The vias were subsequently metallized with copper, and
the overburden was removed using chemical-mechanical-polishing (CMP). However,
the key challenges identified in the report included: a) void free bonding between
glass and silicon and b) glass cracking during CMP. Moreover, the use of carrier
substrates limits the processing to single side and increases the process steps and
complexity.
Table 4 summarizes the results of prior work on glass interposers. As shown
in Table, the focus of previous research in glass has been on thicker glass or on wafer
processing with carrier wafers and single sided processing. The unique contribution of
the research in this dissertation is that it explores novel methods for double-side
processing of ultra-thin glass interposers with fine-pitch metallized TPVs.
Table 4: Summary of prior work on glass interposers
References
Results summary
[40, 66, 77-79] Multi-layer laminated glass, with 100µm dia.
TPV
[80-82]
Laser ablation in 400-500µm glass substrates,
with TPV aspect ratio of 5:1
[83, 84]
Wafer Process, 30µm dia. TPV in 100µm
ITRI and Corning
glass
Sputtered seed layer and electroplating
[85, 86]
25µm dia. TPV in 50µm glass using Si carrier
TSMC
Research Group
Loughborough
University
Fraunhofer IZM
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2.5 Previous work on electrical modeling and characterization of TPVs in glass
The high electrical resistivity of glass enables efficient transmission of signals
with minimal insertion loss and cross-talk. Although the signal propagation through
TSVs has been studied in detail through analytical models and simulations, the
behavior of through-vias in glass has been studied to a lesser extent. This section
outlines some of the prior work on electrical modeling and characterization of through
vias in glass.
3D full wave EM solvers have been used to study the insertion loss and crosstalk behavior of TGVs at higher frequencies [30, 87, 88]. The thickness of the glass
substrates were greater than 100µm, and tungsten was modelled as the via fill
material. The electrical behavior of TPVs (via parasitic, insertion loss, NEXT and
FEXT) in polymer laminated glass substrates has been studied by T. Bandyopadhyay
in his PhD thesis through modeling and characterization, taking into account TPV
geometry and polymer material variations [89]. The thickness of the glass substrate
used for modeling and characterization was 75µm-180µm with TPV diameter greater
than 30µm.
TGVs in glass have been modelled to study the high frequency characteristics
for RF applications. The low loss associated with glass vias was exploited to design
RF filters and phase-shifters using MEMS [28, 29, 90, 91].
A recent study on the electrical modeling and characterization of throughglass-vias (TGVs) is reported by C. Kim and Y.K. Yoon from the university of
Florida [92]. In their work an equivalent circuit model (π-model) was proposed and
the TGVs were characterized by studying the parametric variations in geometry and
corresponding variations in RLGC values of TGVs.
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Since glass has higher impedance compared to silicon, via transitions in multilayer (4 or greater) cause resonances between power-ground planes [89, 93]. This is
one of the key challenges in glass interposers that need to be addressed to achieve
optimum signal and power integrity.
Most of the prior work on electrical modeling has focused on thicker glass
substrates with larger via diameters (> 30µm). The proposed research extends some of
the work reported in literature by studying the signal integrity of small-pitch vias
(< 30µm) in two-metal layer, ultra-thin glass substrates (30-50µm). Signal insertion
loss and cross-talk between small pitch TPVs are modelled in HFSS, and the results
obtained are corroborated with measurements.
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Chapter 3
ELECTRICAL MODELING AND DESIGN OF TPVS IN
GLASS
In this chapter, the electrical characteristics of small TPVs in glass at fine
pitch are studied using 3D simulations. The electrical parameters that were analyzed
using full wave electromagnetic (EM) modeling in the frequency domain are: a)
signal insertion loss and b) TPV to TPV coupling (i.e., cross-talk).
3.1 3D EM simulation – Comparison between TPVs in Glass and TSV
A 3D model was developed using a full-wave EM solver (HFSS) to compare
the insertion loss and cross-talk behavior of TPVs in glass and TSVs in silicon. The
geometry of the TPV and TSV structures used in the modeling study is shown in
Figure 14. For the glass TPVs, vertical vias with a diameter of 15µm were modeled in
ultra-thin (30µm) borosilicate glass (εr = 6.7; tan δ = 0.006) with 3µm thin polymer
(Zeon Insulation Film - ZEONIFTM) (εr = 3.1; tan δ = 0.005) on both sides. The
interconnections were modeled as fully-filled copper vias with capture pads on both
sides.
TSV Diameter
15µm

TPV Diameter
15µm

3µm ZIF Surface
Polymer

TSV

TPV
30µm

0.5µm SiO2
liner

Glass

50µm

Silicon

TPV Diameter
8µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Schematic cross-sections showing interconnect geometries used for electrical
modeling of: a) TPV in glass and b) TSV in silicon.
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The TSVs in 50µm thin silicon substrate (εr = 11.9; conductivity = 10 S/m)
were modeled as vertical interconnections with an oxide liner thickness of 0.5µm. To
obtain the insertion loss of TPVs and TSVs, a lumped port excitation was defined at
the edge of the signal pads on the top and bottom side of the vias in a ground-signalground (GSG) configuration. The insertion loss plots obtained from the simulations
shown in Figure 15 indicated a low insertion loss (< 0.05dB till 40GHz) for glass
(blue line), which can be attributed to the high electrical resistivity (> 1010Ωm) of
glass. On the other hand, the modeling results for silicon (red line) showed a
significantly higher loss (> 0.3dB at 20GHz) due to the semiconducting nature of the
substrate (0.1-10 Ωm) and the lower impedance of oxide capacitance (SiO2 liner) in
the TSVs.

Figure 15: Simulated insertion loss (S21) of TPV and TSV interconnections.

To study the cross-talk between closely spaced vias, TPVs in glass and TSVs
in silicon having a GSSG configuration were modeled in HFSS, using the same
geometry that was used to study the insertion loss. The GSSG configuration of these
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models included a via-to-via spacing of 15µm. Moreover, the TPVs in glass were
modeled as conical structures in this study. The simulated near-end-cross-talk (NEXT)
and far-end-cross-talk (FEXT) responses are shown in Figure 16. As the blue lines
indicate, it was observed that the TPVs in glass exhibit higher isolation (greater than
37dB until 20 GHz) compared to the TSVs (30dB at 20GHz) for the same via to via
spacing (15µm). The higher degree of signal isolation and reduced coupling between
the adjacent TPVs can be attributed to the ultra-high resistivity of the glass substrate
and its lower dielectric constant (εr =6.7) compared to silicon (εr =11.9).
0
NEXT in Glass
NEXT in Si
FEXT in Glass
FEXT in Si

Crosstalk in dB (S 31 and S41)
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Figure 16: Simulated NEXT and FEXT response in TPVs and TSVs.

Thus, the results from the electrical modeling of TPVs and TSVs suggest that
TPVs in glass can be used for signal transmission at high frequencies with lower
insertion loss and cross-talk characteristics compared to TSVs in silicon interposers.
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3.2 TPV insertion loss – parametric study
In an effort to understand the effect of material and process variations on the
insertion loss of glass TPVs, a parametric study was conducted. The following
material and process-induced variations were included in the study:
a) Effect of TPV taper
b) Effect of change in glass material properties
c) Effect of change in TPV conductor material
d) Metallization thickness and plating profile variations
a) Effect of TPV taper
In case of the glass TPVs, a tapered via was modelled with 15µm entrance and
8µm exit diameters to study the effect of via-taper on signal propagation. Analyzing
the effect of taper on via performance is important because certain processes that are
used to form TPV holes in glass (e.g., laser ablation) result in a tapered side-wall
profile. This taper angle is a function of material and process parameters, including
the glass composition, glass thickness, laser fluence and number of laser pulses.
Therefore, to better understand the effects of taper on the electrical characteristics, the
TPV models were updated to conical structures.
The simulated insertion loss of vertical and tapered TPV is shown in Figure
17. It was observed that the loss associated with tapered TPVs (blue line) was slightly
higher compared to vertical vias, which can be attributed to the higher inductance of
the tapered TPV caused by an increase in concentration of current in the periphery of
the conductor (skin effect). Both the vertical and tapered TPVs showed very low
insertion loss (< 0.03dB) up to 40GHz.
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Figure 17: Simulated insertion loss (S21) of vertical and tapered TPV in glass.

Updated TPV model with Via Taper for studying: b) Effect of change in glass
material properties, c) Effect of change in TPV conductor material and d)
Metallization thickness and plating profile variations
To capture the effect of material and process variations on the electrical
behavior of tapered TPVs, new TPV models were created having conical structures
with entrance and exit diameters of 10µm and 6µm respectively, and the pad size was
defined to be 20µm. These dimensions were determined based on initial process
experiments discussed later on in Chapter 4. The geometry used in the modeling study
is illustrated in Figure 18. The signal TPV along with two surrounding ground TPVs
were modelled with a via-to-via spacing of 20µm. A lumped port excitation was
defined at the edge of the signal pads on the top and bottom sides of the signal via and
a discrete frequency sweep was used to compute the S-parameters. The simulations
were performed until 40GHz with a step size of 100MHz. TPV models with the same
basic geometry and configuration (GSG) were used to study the insertion loss with
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changes in glass material properties, conductor material properties, and copper
metallization thickness.
ZIF Thickness = 3µm

Pad size = 20µm

TPV dia. = 10µm

Port 1

Glass
Thickness
30µm
Port 2

TPV dia. = 6µm

TPV pitch = 30µm

Figure 18: Cross-section view of TPV model in 30µm thin glass used in the modeling
study.

b) Effect of change in glass type on TPV insertion loss
In the case of glass interposers, it may be necessary to engineer the CTE value
of glass to achieve optimum thermo-mechanical reliability of interconnections from
the die to interposer and interposer to printed wiring board. This variation in CTE can
be achieved by changing the glass composition. However, such variations in glass
composition can cause slight modifications in the electrical properties of the glass
material. Therefore, it is important to understand the effect of such changes on the
signal propagation through TPVs.
To determine the effect of a change in glass properties on insertion loss in
TPVs, two different glass types were included in the model, AF32 and D263 from
Schott AG, Germany, with a 3µm thin polymer layer (Zeonif ZS-100 from Zeon
Corporation, Japan, herein referred to as ZIF) on both sides. Both the AF32 and the
D263 are available at a minimum glass thickness value of 30µm. The electrical
properties of the two different glass types are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5: Electrical properties of Glass and polymer materials used in the
modeling study
Material
Dielectric
Loss tangent
constant
Glass (D263)

6.7

0.0061

Glass (AF32)

5.1

0.0028

ZIF (polymer)

3.1

0.005

The insertion loss plot of a fully metallized (with copper) via in AF32 and
D263 glass types with a thickness of 30µm is shown in Figure 19. The higher loss
tangent value of D263 glass (εr = 0.0061) resulted in a relatively higher insertion loss
value compared to AF32 (εr = 0.0028). However, the insertion loss in both cases was
less than 0.06dB till 40 GHz, which is significantly lower compared to TSVs in
silicon (> 0.3dB at 20GHz). Additionally, the simulated return loss was observed to
be lower than 19dB until 40 GHz, as shown in Figure 20. In Figure 20, it can be
observed that the return loss plot indicates higher reflections for TPVs in AF32 glass.
This can be attributed to the lower loss of AF32 leading to smaller attenuation of the
reflected signal.
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Figure 19: Insertion loss of TPV as a function of change in glass material.
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Figure 20: Return loss of TPV as a function of glass material.
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c) Effect of change in TPV conductor material
It may be desirable to vary the conductor material inside TPVs for the
following reasons: a) to achieve good thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs by
reducing the stress induced by a CTE mismatch between the glass and the conductor
material or b) to develop a high throughput process for TPV metallization. The
change in conductor material impacts the electrical characteristics of TPVs due to the
change in resistivity of the conductor material.
To study the impact of changes in TPV conductor material on signal
propagation, TPVs filled with different materials were modeled using the same
geometry as explained in the previous section. Copper, tungsten, aluminum, and
solder were studied as the conductor material. The vias were modeled as fully
metallized TPVs with a pad thickness of 8µm. The simulated insertion loss plot is
shown in Figure 21. Copper has the highest conductivity of the materials chosen and
thus shows lowest insertion loss. However, it can be observed that the loss associated
with the other materials is still significantly lower compared to TSV with copper
metallization with an oxide thickness of 0.5µm, as shown in Figure 22. The lower
insertion loss of TPVs in 30µm thin glass can be attributed to: a) the ultra-short
interconnect length, b) the high resistivity of the substrate, and c) the absence of oxide
capacitance (which is present in case of TSVs) around the TPV sidewall.
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Figure 21: Insertion loss of TPV as a function of different conductor materials.
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Figure 22: Insertion loss comparison of TPV in glass with different conductor materials
versus TSV with copper.

d) Metallization thickness and plating thickness variations
The simulation results from the previous section revealed that copper is a good
candidate to metallize TPVs in glass. The thickness of plated copper can be varied
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depending on the processing time. To study the effect of variation in plating
metallization thickness on insertion loss, TPVs in glass were modeled with three
different metallization configurations: a) fully filled, b) semi-filled, and c) conformal
with 1µm copper thickness as illustrated in Figure 23.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23: Schematic of the three metallization schemes, a) Fully filled, b) Semi-filled,
and c) Conformal.

The semi-filled configuration is obtained as a result of the taper associated
with the TPVs. The taper results in closure of via on the exit side (smaller diameter)
and conformal plating on the entrance side (larger diameter). This unique
configuration can be utilized to achieve stacked micro-vias in build-up or
redistribution layers (RDLs) on the exit side of the TPV, while staggered micro-vias
can be used on the entrance side [94]. The ability to stack micro-vias on the exit side
enables higher routing density on one side of the interposer.
The insertion loss plots for the three different metallization schemes, obtained
from simulations are shown in Figure 24. The responses were observed to be almost
identical through 40GHz. At lower frequencies, the conformal via exhibits higher loss
due to the high resistance of the thin copper metallization.
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Figure 24: Insertion loss plot for TPVs with different metallization schemes.

3.3 Design guidelines for TPV formation and metallization
The study on electrical modeling and design of TPVs in glass led to several
process guidelines for TPV formation and metallization. In this section, the guidelines
for fabrication are outlined.


The electrical modeling and simulation study of ultra-small TPVs in glass
suggests that TPVs in glass exhibit significantly lower insertion loss and crosstalk compared to TSVs in silicon. Thus, TPVs in glass can be used for
transmitting signals at high speed for digital and RF applications. The effect of via
taper on TPV insertion loss was studied and it was observed that the taper did not
significantly affect the signal performance.



The change in glass material type does not significantly affect the electrical
behavior of TPVs because most of the glass substrates exhibit similar values of
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loss tangent and dielectric constant. The high resistivity of glass plays a
significant role in achieving low insertion loss.


The change in metallization material showed variation in insertion loss, which
was attributed to the change in conductivity of the material. Copper is highly
preferred as the metallization material due to its high electrical conductivity.
However, there exists a CTE mismatch between copper and glass that needs to be
addressed to achieve good thermo-mechanically reliability. It is important to note
that the CTE of glass can be tailored to a value between 3ppm-10ppm, which is
not possible in the case of silicon or organic substrates.



The change in metallization thickness of copper did not significantly change the
electrical behavior of TPVs. Hence, copper thickness can be varied (1-10µm) to
optimize the thermo-mechanical stress within the TPVs.
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Chapter 4
TPV HOLE FORMATION IN ULTRA-THIN GLASS
This chapter presents the materials and processes to form ultra-small TPVs in
thin glass substrates, based on the design guidelines established through modeling in
Chapter 3.
The primary barrier for glass interposers is the defect-free formation of ultrasmall vias at close proximity to each other. Since glass is a brittle material, defects
created during via hole formation can lead to reliability failures in the presence of
tensile stresses in glass. The relationship between the defect size and stress required to
cause failure in glass is defined by the Griffith’s equation, shown graphically in
Figure 25. The critical stress value, above which failures occur in glass due to crack
growth decreases exponentially with increasing defect size, and high risk of failure
exists even in the presence of small defect sizes (as small as 0.5µm).
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Figure 25: Graphical representation of Griffith's equation showing low critical stress
values even at 0.5µm defect length.
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Since the objective of this thesis is to achieve small TPVs with minimum
surface damage, this chapter initially presents the theory of glass machining and the
exploration of different micromachining methods. Based on this initial exploration,
laser ablation was studied in further detail to achieve small TPVs with minimum
surface defects. The results of excimer laser ablation in ultra-thin glass substrates and
their throughput capabilities will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections,
along with the characterization of the fabricated TPVs in ultra-thin glass.
4.1 Theory and Exploration of Glass Machining Methods
Glass is an amorphous solid made up of a combination of network formers and
network modifier molecules. The concentration of formers and modifier molecules
can be modified to achieve the desired glass type. Some of the commonly available
glass types are borosilicates, boro-alumino-silicates, and soda-lime glass. Pure quartz
is comprised entirely of SiO2 molecules and thus has a very high binding energy due
to the stable nature of the tetrahedron structure of silica. On the other hand, the
addition of network modifiers like alkali ions disrupts the orderly arrangement of the
oxygen chain within glass and causes the effective band gap to be significantly lower
compared to quartz [95]. Thus, the etch rates in glass is highly dependent on the
specific composition of glass.
To successfully micro-machine any glass type, it is imperative to overcome
the binding energy through physical, chemical or thermal interactions. Several
mechanisms can be used to achieve through-vias in glass substrates: wet etching, dry
etching, mechanical drilling, photo-structuring and laser ablation. High aspect ratio
and vertical through via holes require an anisotropic etching process to minimize the
lateral etching that limits the reduction of via diameter and pitch. In the following
section, the fundamental theory behind each of the aforementioned glass machining
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methods will be discussed, and a rationale for the selection of appropriate
mechanisms for achieving the target TPV dimensions (10µm diameter at 30µm pitch)
is presented.
a) Wet chemical etching
Glass is chemically inert and does not easily react with most chemical
solutions. However, glass does react with hydrofluoric acid (HF), and the equations
governing the etching process are summarized below:
(2)
(3)
As the equations indicate, initially, the HF molecules react with silicon
dioxide to form silicon tetra fluoride. In a subsequent reaction, the silicon tetra
fluoride molecules react with HF to form H2SiF6, which is insoluble in HF solution.
Although wet etching process is scalable to large substrate sizes, the rate of
glass removal is low (< 10µm/min) and requires masking layers to achieve the desired
selectivity [96]. Additionally, the amorphous nature of glass results in isotropic
etching that limits the aspect ratio. The aspect ratios targeted in this research are 3:1
or higher, and these are fundamentally difficult to achieve using pure wet etching
chemistries. Therefore, this method was not explored for glass interposer applications.
However, in this study, wet etching was used in combination with other process steps
that resulted in a more anisotropic etch profile, such as in photo-structured glass.
Additionally, as the previously discussed literature has indicated, laser assisted wet
etching could be used to improve the aspect ratio.
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b) Dry Etching
In the case of dry etching, the mechanism for glass removal can be physical,
chemical or a combination of both. Reactive ion etching using SF6 or C4F8 gases are
commonly used to achieve anisotropic etching in glass.
Although dry etching methods could help achieve small diameter TPVs in
glass, the process is slow with maximum reported etch rates of about 10-500nm/min
[33]. Dry etching also requires a number of additional processes to form etch masks
on the surface of the glass using metal deposition, lithography and etching. However,
dry etching is a parallel process, wherein thousands of TPVs could be formed
simultaneously. In addition, the use of thin glass substrates (30-50µm) could
potentially reduce the overall etching time of TPVs. Although dry etching of glass
was not explored in detail in this research, a comparison of TPV throughput for dry
etching and laser ablation in ultra-thin glass is briefly discussed towards the end of
this chapter.
c) Mechanical drilling
The brittleness of glass substrates poses significant challenges in through-hole
formation using conventional mechanical drilling methods. Therefore, a novel method
developed by Technisco (Japan) was used to explore via formation in thin glass
substrates. Borosilicate glass substrates having a thickness of 200µm were used for
the experiments. The dimensions of the glass samples were 2.7” x 2.7” and the design
consisted of different via diameters ranging from 100µm to 250µm. The TPV pitch
was kept constant at 375µm. After via formation, the sample was subjected to ultrasonic cleaning, to remove debris from the glass surface. A top view optical image of
TPVs formed using such mechanical process is shown in Figure 26. The process
yielded through holes without significant cracking on the glass surface. A further
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optimization of the process parameters limited the minimum defect size to about 5µm.
However, this defect size is larger than the critical size that can cause reliability
failures. In addition, a SEM observation was carried out to investigate the side-wall
surface after TPV processing. The resulting SEM image in Figure 27 shows the small
micro-chipping that occurred along the via hole edges in addition to a rough side-wall
surface.

Figure 26: Optical images of TPVs formed using mechanical process: a) 100µm
diameter b) 150µm diameter c) 200µm dia. d) 250µm diameter.

A cross-section analysis was performed on the TPV arrays, which revealed a
vertical side-wall profile with a near 90 degree wall angle (Figure 28). The formation
of through via holes having a diameter less than 100µm was observed to be difficult
due to challenges associated with the mechanical process, such as machining tools,
wear and breakage of tools and damage to glass.
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200µm

Figure 27: SEM of mechanically processed TPVs at 200µm diameter.

Figure 28: Optical Cross-section image of mechanically processed TPVs.

d) Photo-sensitive glass
To create photo-sensitive glass, the glass melt is carefully prepared to ensure
the appropriate concentration of Ce+3 and Ag+ dopants. The TPV formation process in
photo-sensitive glass consists of three steps: a) UV exposure, b) high temperature
bake, and c) selective HF etching. During the UV exposure step, the valency of Ce
changes from three to four, and the additional electron released during this process
reduces the silver ions (Ag+) to silver atoms (Ag). The reactions are summarized
below:
(4)
(5)
The sample after UV treatment is then baked at high temperatures (350450oC) for few hours, during which the exposed areas are crystallized. Subsequently,
a diluted HF solution is used to selectively etch away the crystallized regions,
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resulting in TPVs in glass. A schematic process flow of via hole formation in glass by
photo structuring is illustrated in Figure 29.

Photo glass

UV expose + bake

Crystallization

Wet Chemical Etching

Figure 29: Schematic process flow to form vias in photosensitive glass.

Due to the fact that the process for TPV formation in photo-sensitive glass
results in anisotropic etching with a high aspect ratio capability, this method was
explored for small TPV formation.

Figure 30: Snapshot image of TPV arrays formed in photo-sensitive glass substrates.

TPVs were formed in photo-glass samples, in partnership with 3D Glass
Solutions Inc., using the process steps illustrated in Figure 29 [97]. The measured
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TPV diameter was 100µm, and the thickness of the glass substrate was 330µm. A
cross-section image of TPVs formed in photo-sensitive glass is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Cross-section image of TPVs formed in photo-sensitive glass substrates,
showing high degree of anisotropy.

Photo-glass substrates require a modified chemical composition compared to
normal borosilicate glass. The use of additives such as silver (Ag), cerium (Ce+3) and
lithium (Li) increases the melt viscosity, thus limiting the minimum glass thickness
that can be achieved without grinding and polishing, to greater than 100µm.
Although prior studies have explored other glass machining methods for
example, sandblasting, ultra-sonic, and water jet assisted etching; the size of the
through holes achieved are significantly larger (> 100µm). Therefore, the above
methods were not investigated in this research.
Based on the initial exploration of TPV formation methods, it was observed
that wet etching, mechanical or photo-glass processes are not scalable to ultra-thin
and large panel glass substrates and face challenges in achieving small TPV diameter
(< 50µm). In the next section of this chapter, the theory and exploration of laser
ablation methods for achieving smaller TPV diameters are discussed.
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4.2 Theory and Exploration of Laser ablation methods
The absorption of light is dependent on the property of a medium and can be
defined by Beer-Lambert’s law that relates the transmitted light through a medium to
the absorption coefficient and the penetration depth.
(6)
Wherein, I/Io = Transmitted light; α = absorption coefficient; and l =
penetration depth
Glass is highly transparent in the visible region, but it can absorb light of
certain wavelengths. Maximum absorption of light occurs when light is in the deep
UV (< 266µm) or infrared (> 9µm) wavelengths as shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Absorption spectrum of glass as a function of wavelength. redrawn from [98].
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The theory of laser material interaction is explained below based on [99].
Laser-glass interaction is highly dependent on the wavelength of incident light and its
frequency and fluence. The work function of a typical borosilicate glass is
approximately 5eV. This defines the amount of energy required to break the chemical
bonds within the glass matrix. Based on the equation of energy of a photon, E = hν,
(where E is the photon energy, h is the planks constant and ν is the frequency); the
photon energy corresponding to a given wavelength can be computed using the
formula E =

. It can be observed that higher wavelength lasers, operating in the

infrared region (CO2), have lower photon energy (< 1eV) compared to UV lasers,
operating below 266nm (4eV-6eV). The photon energy at higher wavelengths is not
sufficient to break the chemical bonds within the glass matrix. However, the higher
absorption of glass leads to the transfer of photon energy (of the incident light) to
vibrational energy of the atoms (within the glass matrix). This causes the laser to
locally melt and vaporize the material, resulting in thermal ablation. In the case of UV
lasers which operate in the excimer region (< 248nm), the energy of the incident
photon causes breaking of chemical bonds within the glass matrix that results in
minimum thermal damage around the periphery of the machined surface.
In addition to UV and infrared wavelengths, lasers operating in the visible region
(300-1200nm), can also be used for glass ablation. Such lasers deliver ultra-short
pulses (femtosecond or picosecond) with high peak-power, and ablation is caused by
multi-photon initiated avalanche ionization [38, 100].
4.2.1 CO2 laser ablation
For initial exploration, borosilicate glass (BSG) samples having a thickness of
175µm were subjected to CO2 laser ablation. Large via diameters (125µm diameter at
the entrance) were obtained with tapered TPV side-wall and micro-cracks were
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observed along via edges. As discussed in the previous section, the ablation
mechanism involves heating of the glass substrate due to atomic vibrations.
Additionally, since the thermal conductivity of glass is very low (1 W/mK), the heat
generated during the ablation process creates localized thermal stresses in glass,
leading to cracks along via edges.
Optical and SEM images of TPV arrays ablated using CO2 laser are shown in
Figure 33. The measured TPV diameters on the entrance and exit side were 125µm
and 50µm respectively. Micro-cracks were minimized by using a transverse-excitedatmosphere (TEA) CO2 laser with short pulse duration for drilling at a slightly larger
pitch (250µm), which resulted in fewer defects and minimized glass cracking (Figure
34). In comparison to continuous wave operation (CW), the use of ultra-short pulses
reduces the amount of heat generated at the glass surface. The reduction in thermal
energy is due to the shorter interaction time between laser and glass, and the thermal
relaxation between successive pulses. However, the thermal effects cannot be
completely ignored and the localized heating of glass leading to micro-crack
formation is a barrier to the reduction of via diameter and pitch using CO2 laser
ablation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 33: SEM image of via using CO2 laser ablation in borosilicate glass (BSG): (a),
(b) Optical image of via entrance and exit; (c), (d) SEM image of via entrance and exit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 34: Optical image of an array of TPVs formed using T-CO2 laser: a) entrance
side and b) exit side.

4.2.2 UV laser ablation
To achieve smaller-pitch vias, UV laser ablation at a wavelength of 266nm
was explored. The results obtained were comparable to that with CO2 lasers. The TPV
pitch achieved was 250µm, with entrance and exit diameters of 100µm and 50µm,
respectively. In comparison to CO2 laser, UV lasers induce less thermal damage, since
the ablation is based on a combination of thermal ablation, and breaking of chemical
bonds within the glass matrix (Figure 35). However, there are practical considerations
for achieving smaller TPV diameters with UV lasers as reported in [101]: a)
availability of high power UV lasers at lower wavelengths, b) difficulty in achieving
smaller spot size and c) the lower absorption of glass in the UV-visible range.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 35: SEM image of vias formed by 266nm UV laser: (a), (b) Optical image of via
entrance and exit formed by 266nm UV laser ablation; (c), (d) SEM image of via
entrance and exit.
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4.2.3 Pico-second laser ablation
In addition to UV and CO2 lasers, picosecond lasers were explored for TPV
formation. The operation parameters were as follows: wavelength: 355nm; repetition
rate: 61 KHz; pulse energy: 10µJ. The nonlinear absorption characteristics resulted in
glass ablation with an entrance diameter of 25µm, and 2µm exit diameter, in 180µm
thin glass.

(a)

(b)

Figure 36: Optical image of TPVs formed using femto-second laser: a) 50µm entrance
diameter and b) 12µm exit diameter

(a)

(b)

Figure 37: Optical image of TPVs formed using femto-second laser: a) 25µm entrance
diameter and b) 2µm exit diameter

A cross-section of TPVs ablated using picosecond lasers is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: SEM image of TPV ablated using 355nm pico-second laser.
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A highly textured side-wall profile was observed, due to localized melting and
re-deposition of ablated material. Such a textured side-wall profile was observed to be
consistent with some of the prior studies using short-pulse duration lasers on glass
[37]. Although small TPV diameters were achieved using picosecond laser ablation,
the size of defects created were fairly large (~0.5µm) which could eventually lead to
glass cracking during subsequent handling and metallization processes. Moreover, the
etch rate in glass was observed to be very slow (2-3 seconds per via). Due to the
aforementioned reasons pico-second laser ablation was not pursued further for ultrathin glass TPV formation.
4.2.4 Excimer laser ablation

As described in the earlier section, the absorption coefficient of glass increases
with decrease in wavelength. Since glass has high absorption at 193nm, almost 95%
of the laser energy is utilized to break the chemical bonds within the glass matrix. A
small part of the laser fluence is converted into heat energy, which is negligible, and
thus the thermal stresses are also minimal. Both 248nm-KrF and 193nm-ArF lasers
were explored for small TPV hole formation in glass. A cross-section image of TPV
formed using KrF laser is shown in Figure 39. The measured diameter on the entrance
side of TPV was 80µm, and the thickness of the glass substrate was 180µm. A closer
inspection of the side-wall of TPV revealed a textured surface with micro-roughness
(Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Cross-section SEM image of TPV formed using KrF laser.

In addition to KrF lasers, ArF based excimer laser that emits light at 193nm
was used to form TPVs in glass. The energy of laser beam was 7-12mJ per pulse, with
a repetition rate of 25-200Hz. The experiment resulted in TPVs with smaller diameter
and pitch (50µm) compared to UV and CO2 laser ablation in 175µm thick glass
substrates. The entrance and exit diameters measured were 35µm and 22µm
respectively as shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42. No micro-cracks were observed in
the glass surface or on the TPV side-wall after laser ablation.

Figure 40: Small TPV hole formation in glass using 193nm excimer laser ablation.

Cross-section examination of these TPVs was conducted and the images
showed a smooth via sidewall profile (Figure 42). SEM imaging was carried out to
investigate the sidewall surface and the ablation debris deposited around via entrance.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 41: SEM images of via entrance, using excimer laser ablation at different
magnifications a) 1.2K and b) 1.8K.
22 um

175 um

35 um

Figure 42: SEM cross-section view of 50µm pitch TPV formed using excimer laser.

Figure 43: SEM image of TPV cross-section.

The residue observed inside the TPV in Figure 43 can be attributed to the
alumina particles used for polishing to obtain the cross-section image. In addition, the
molten glass from the ablation process was observed to have re-deposited on the
surface near the entrance side of the TPVs. This debris formed on the glass surface
causes surface irregularities that can create a significant challenge in subsequent
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lithography processes. A SEM image of TPV showing re-deposited glass is shown in
Figure 44.

Figure 44: SEM image of TPV showing re-deposited glass after excimer laser ablation.

One of the methods to remove this residue is to chemically etch the redeposited glass using a buffered HF solution. Wet chemical etching helps in two
ways: a) removes the re-deposited glass on the glass surface and b) helps in rounding
of surface and edge defects, thereby increasing the fracture toughness of glass with
vias [102].

Figure 45: Optical image of TPV array formed using ArF laser ablation: a) entrance
side after ablation, b) entrance side after treatment with buffered HF for 9mins, c) exit
side after ablation, d) exit side after treatment with buffered HF for 9mins.
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A SEM observation of the TPV array was carried out before and after buffered
HF treatment and the images obtained are shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46: SEM image of TPV array: a) after ablation showing debris formation and b)
after treatment with buffered HF solution.

4.3 Novel ‘polymer on glass’ approach prior to TPV formation
One of the fundamental challenges in processing glass panels to form
interposers is the defect-free handling of thin glass in panel form (> 300mm x
300mm). Defects or cracks in glass can be formed very easily at different stages of
processing, for example, during, a) glass manufacturing, b) handling during
processing, c) formation of small TPVs, and d) interposer fabrication.

Figure 47: Strength of glass substrates from pristine surfaces as drawn, and as exposed
to ambient [53].

Glass is a brittle material. Although the theoretical strength of glass is
extremely high as shown in Figure 47, defects are created during subsequent handling
steps which significantly reduce its fracture toughness. As such its strength is higher
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in compression than in tension. Glass surfaces, therefore are less prone to failures
when subjected to compressive stresses, as opposed to tensile stress. The use of
surface coatings on glass, has been studied to improve the strength of glass [103], by
preventing the formation of defects on the glass surface. This research explores new
polymer film coatings on glass for improved handling of thin glass and for reducing
the risk of glass breakage.
To improve the fracture toughness of glass interposers, a thin layer of polymer
(~ 20µm), having a CTE higher than glass, is laminated on both sides of the glass
substrate. Such an approach helps in four ways, a) introduces compressive stress onto
glass, originating from the CTE mismatch between polymer and glass during the high
temperature lamination, b) eliminates the need to directly metallize onto the glass
surfaces, c) protects the glass surface from damage during laser ablation of TPVs, and
d) provides a conformal coating over surface defects, thereby suppressing defect
growth propagation. Figure 48 shows the cross-section schematic, comparing bareglass approach to the proposed polymer on glass approach.

Figure 48: Comparison between bare glass approach, and the proposed polymer on
glass approach.

The polymer material used in glass interposer should have the following
properties, a) good adhesion to the glass surface and low moisture uptake, to prevent
delamination and reliability issues, b) low loss-tangent, for superior electrical
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performance, c) higher CTE than glass, to induce compressive stress on the glass
surface, d) low modulus, and e) higher transition temperature (Tg), for withstanding
reflow temperature during die and package assembly.
Two different polymer systems were explored for lamination onto glass; a)
RXP4M from Rogers Corporation (USA) and b) Zeon-insulation-film (ZIF) from
Zeon Corporation (Japan). Both polymers are available in thin and dry-film format
that enables the lamination process to be easily scalable to large-panel sizes. The
material properties of the two polymers are show in Table 6.
Table 6: Material properties of RXP4M and ZIF polymers
Properties
Unit
ZIF
ZIF-low loss
RXP-4M
CTE

ppm/0C

25

25

45

C

187

185

169

Dk

(1~10GHz)

3.1

3.1

2.96

Df

(1~10GHz)

0.011

0.005

0.0024

Water Absorption

%

0.3

0.1

0.138

0

C

120

120

232

GPa

6.9

7.7

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

No

Tg (DMA)

0

Lamination
Temperature
Youngs Modulus
Laser
Process-able
Flow-ability

RXP4M exhibits a lower dielectric loss tangent value (tan δ = 0.0024) that
make them suitable for high frequency RF applications. On the other hand ZIF
provides an excellent smooth surface (Ra ~ 5nm) for fabricating small-line width
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RDLs. These thin dry-film polymers were applied on both sides of glass prior to via
hole formation. The details about the lamination process are explained in chapter 6.
4.3.1 CO2 laser ablation in polymer laminated glass surfaces

The initial study on CO2 laser ablation in bare glass samples revealed microcracking with large TPV diameters (> 100µm). To form smaller via diameter, a
copper-window approach was explored in which a thin layer of copper (2-5µm) was
deposited on a single side of the polymer laminated glass substrate which was
lithographically patterned. The rationale behind depositing copper is twofold: a) to
dissipate the heat generated during ablation in the lateral direction (XY plane) through
the copper surface and b) to reduce the thermal damage on the entrance side of TPV.
Copper exhibits high reflection at the CO2 laser wavelength (10.6µm) and was thus
used as the metal layer for the window approach. A schematic cross-section of the
proposed approach is shown in Figure 49.

Polymer laminated glass substrate
with patterned copper window

Via formation using CO2 laser

Sample after copper removal

Figure 49: Schematic cross-section of copper-window approach.

The pattern consisted of circular openings that exposed the polymer surface to
the incident laser beam. Subsequently, TPVs were formed through the Cu-polymerglass stack-up, and the Cu layer was finally removed using a micro-etch solution.
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Top view: entrance side

Only copper window / no via

Bottom view: exit side

After via
formation

40µm diameter window opening

Via ablated area

Figure 50: Optical image of TPVs in glass using the copper window approach.

The results obtained after laser ablation are shown in Figure 50. It was
observed that the copper window was not effective in achieving smaller TPV
diameters. This result can be attributed to the use of thin copper layers (3-5 µm) and
the need for high laser fluence to drill through glass that is higher than that required to
ablate polymer materials [104].
On the other hand, the implementation of CO2 laser ablation directly on
polymer laminated glass substrates resulted in excessive damage to the polymer layer
especially on the entrance side of TPV as shown in Figure 52. Although the copperwindow approach was not useful in achieving smaller TPVs, the use of thin Cu layers
prior to ablation can minimize the extent of thermal damage caused to the polymer
layers on the entrance side of the TPVs. This concept is illustrated in Figure 51.
Copper was deposited on both sides of the sample to prevent warpage issues from
single side deposition. Damage to the polymer on the entrance side was significantly
reduced while drilling through the copper layer as shown in Figure 53.
Copper helps dissipate
the heat during ablation

100µm

100µm

(b)

(a)

Figure 51: Schematic cross-section of CO2 laser ablation with and without copper on the
surface
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Figure 52: Optical image of TPV array formed using CO2 laser ablation on polymer
laminated glass.

Figure 53: Optical images of TPV array formed using CO2 laser ablation: A) Entrance
side before copper etching, B) Exit side before copper etching, C) Entrance side after
copper removal, D) Exit side after copper removal.

4.3.2 Excimer laser ablation in polymer laminated glass surfaces
The thin film dielectrics must have high absorption at UV and excimer
wavelengths to achieve efficient ablation through the glass-polymer stack-up. Figure
54 shows a cross-section image of excimer laser ablated vias in polymer-laminated
glass. The laser parameters were tuned to achieve almost vertical TPV profile, with a
constant via diameter of 30µm at 60µm pitch in 175µm glass thickness.
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Figure 54: 193nm Excimer laser ablation on RXP4M lamination glass: a) tapered TPV
sidewall profile and b) vertical TPV sidewall profile.

Figure 55: SEM image of cross-section of excimer via on cleaved glass sample laminated
with polymer.

Laser ablation using 193nm resulted in debris on the polymer surface near the
TPV entrance. This debris comprises mainly of molten glass and polymer remnants
that creates a non-uniform surface and poses challenges in fabricating small-line
width RDL traces around the TPVs. Two methods were explored to remove this
ablated material from the polymer surface: a) use of a brush and high-velocity spray
(HVS) cleaning method and b) use of a sacrificial layer prior to ablation such as
copper. The results obtained using the two approaches are shown in Figure 56 (a, b).
Before cleaning

Brush and HVS cleaning

(a)
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After TPV formation

After copper removal

(b)
Figure 56: Post-ablation TPV debris cleaning methods, a) mechanical, b) Cu protective
film.

An array of 64 vias in eight rows and columns is shown in Figure 56. These
vias were formed simultaneously (using mask projection) in 180µm thick glass
substrates that were laminated with polymer (RXP4M) on both sides. The entrance
and exit diameters of the TPVs measured 60µm and 35µm respectively and the TPV
pitch was 120µm.
In the cleaning method illustrated in Figure 56a, a high velocity spray and
brush system was used to physically remove the debris from the polymer surface.
Deionized water (DI-water) was used as the solution for the spray, although other
solvents could also be used for the cleaning process.
Alternately, a sacrificial layer approach can also be applied to minimize debris
on the polymer surface after ablation. A thin layer of copper (1µm) was deposited on
the polymer surface prior to laser ablation. The copper was subsequently etched after
ablation, and the resulting polymer surface was observed to be devoid of residues as
shown in Figure 56b.
Based on the study so far, it was observed that laser ablation can be a feasible
method to form TPVs in glass which is laminated with a thin layer of polymer on both
sides. A summary of the minimum TPV geometry that was achieved using the
different laser processes is shown in Figure 58. It was observed that excimer lasers
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operating at 193nm are best suited to machine small TPV holes in thin-glass, with
minimum thermal damage.
Additionally, a comparison between the different laser processing methods
and the resulting TPV side-wall profile was studied through SEM observation. The
images obtained are shown in Figure 57. It was observed that the TPV processing
using CO2 and UV lasers results in micro-cracking along the side-wall due to the
thermal nature of the ablation process. On the other hand, although pic-second laser
ablation resulted in smaller TPV diameters, the resulting side-wall surface was
observed to the highly textured with surface roughness values in the range of 0.51µm. Excimer laser ablation using 193nm ArF lasers, resulted in smooth TPV sidewall profile and smooth interface with minimum defects.

a)

c)

b)

d)
Glass

TPV Side-wall

Figure 57: TPV side-wall profile after laser ablation: a) CO2 laser showing micro-cracks
and heat-affected-zone (HAZ), b) UV laser showing micro-cracking, c) Pico-second
laser, showing rough side-wall surface, and d) excimer laser ablation, showing smooth
side-wall.
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The research results presented so far indicated that lower wavelength excimer
lasers yield small TPV holes in glass substrates with minimum defects. This result
was attributed to the fact that most of the incident energy (from excimer lasers) was
absorbed within few micro-meters from the glass surface. This absorbed energy cause
material removal through photo-chemical reactions (breaking of atomic bonds within
the glass matrix), resulting in precise machining of small TPV holes with minimum
thermal damage to the glass surfaces. Further, it was shown that the use of thin film
polymer layers on glass could improve handling and also minimize defects on the
glass surface. Based on this learning, the remaining part of this chapter will focus on
excimer laser ablation in ultra-thin glass substrates (30µm).
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4.4 Theory of Excimer laser ablation
An excimer laser emits radiation in the deep-UV region. Depending on the
type of gas used as the lasing medium, the wavelength of the LASER falls between
157nm and 308nm. The lasing medium typically consists of a mixture of halogen (F
or Cl) and inert gas (Ar, Kr or Xe). As shown in Figure 59, the lasing action involves a
sequence of two steps. In the first excitation step, an electric current is passed through
the gas mixture so that the inert gas combines with the halogen to form a complex
molecule (e.g. ArF, KrF, XeCl). In the second step, this molecule subsequently
dissociates to the ground state through stimulated or spontaneous emission of
radiation. The above two steps (excitation and emission) are expressed in the form of
equations as shown below. The energy-band diagram describing the lasing action is
illustrated in Figure 59.
2 Ar + F2 → 2 ArF* (excited energy state)
2 ArF* → 2 Ar + F2 (ground state)

Excited
state

ArF*

Metastable
state
hν

E = 6.42eV

Ground
state

Ar

F2

Figure 59: Energy band diagram describing excimer laser emission.
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Spontaneous/
stimulated
emission

(7)
(8)

The common gas chemistries used as the lasing medium, along with their
corresponding values of wavelength and energy of emitted radiation are summarized
in Table 7.
Table 7: Excimer lasers: Gas chemistry, wavelength and energy
Gas chemistry
Wavelength (λ)
Energy (hν)
F2

157 nm

7.9 eV

ArF

193 nm

6.42 eV

KrF

248 nm

5 eV

XeCl

308 nm

4.03 eV

The values of energy shown in Table 7 were computed using the formula
E=hc/λ by substituting 4.135e-15 eVsec for the plank’s constant (h), and a value of
3x108 m/s for the speed of light (c). It is apparent that the energies associated with the
smaller wavelengths are significantly higher because of the inverse relation between
energy and wavelength. Moreover at smaller wavelengths, most of the incident energy
is absorbed by the glass near the surface. Thus, precise features can be easily achieved
on the sample surface. Although, a very short wavelength (157 nm) would facilitate
more efficient ablation of TPVs in glass, the high degree of opacity of most materials
at 157 nm poses fundamental challenges to efficiently operate laser systems over
longer periods of time, without damaging the optics within the laser system.
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Figure 60: LASER beam spot size and beam divergence.

To form small TPVs in glass, in addition to the high energy of the laser pulse,
the ability to focus the beam (typically Gaussian) to a small spot size with minimum
beam divergence is critical. The diameter of the spot size is defined as the distance
between the points on the Gaussian curve where the magnitude is 1/e2 of the
maximum value. The smallest possible diameter (minimum spot size) of the laser spot
is a function of the wavelength, and is mathematically expressed by the following
equation:

Where, d0 is the minimum spot size, f is the focal length of the lens, λ is the
wavelength and D is the diameter of the beam emanating from the laser. However,
there are practical limitations to the minimum spot size that can be achieved due to
beam divergence. Mathematically, the divergence can be expressed by the following
equation:

In the above equation ϕ is the beam divergence angle, λ is the wavelength, and
w0 is the minimum diameter at the waist of the beam. Similar to the equation used to
compute the minimum spot size, the beam divergence is also directly proportional to
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the wavelength of the laser beam, and thus a smaller wavelength leads to smaller
beam divergence.
In summary, it can be observed that due to the lower wavelength of excimer
lasers they can be focused to a smaller spot size on the sample with smaller
divergence compared to UV or CO2 lasers.
The formation of through vias in glass using laser ablation results in a tapered
TPV profile. This taper angle is a function of process conditions and glass thickness.
A simple theoretical model is presented in the following section to study and
understand the relation between the TPV geometry and the glass thickness.
4.5 Theoretical model to study the process induced TPV side-wall taper as a
function of glass thickness
In the previous section it was observed that TPVs formed using laser ablation
show tapered side-wall profile which can be attributed to the self-focusing nature of
the laser beam. A simple theoretical model was developed, to provide guidelines for
selecting the desired TPV geometry and glass thickness based on given process
conditions. The four important geometrical parameters that were considered are:
entrance diameter of TPV (D), exit diameter of TPV (d), via taper angle (Φ) and glass
thickness (t). An equation that relates these four parameters is shown in Equation 11.

D

t

Φ

d
Figure 61: Schematic cross-section of glass TPV.
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d = Exit diameter of via
D = Entrance diameter of via
t = Substrate thickness
Φ = effective via side-wall angle
The effective via side wall angle was obtained by connecting the edges of the
vias on the entrance and exit sides. Via dimensions are process-dependent (aspect
ratio achievable), and the value of Φ was approximated to be independent of the exact
side wall shape (Figure 61). Moreover, the smallest feature size and ablation rate of
glass depends on the glass composition. From equation 11, it is evident that for Φ =
90o (vertical via sidewall), the entrance and exit via dimensions are equal. A negative
value of d indicates that via is not completely drilled through the substrate (blind-via).
In Figure 62, the variation of the exit via diameter as a function of the glass substrate
thickness is plotted. The side-wall angle was kept constant (Φ = 87.8o), while the
entrance diameter (D) was varied from 20µm to 150µm. The choice of angle 87.8o
was based on the laser process capability of excimer laser (based on the results shown
in the previous sections). It can be seen that in order to achieve through vias having an
entrance diameter of 20µm, the glass substrate thickness needs to be less than 250µm
for the given process conditions (Φ = 87.8o).
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Figure 62: Exit via diameter as a function of glass thickness with fixed via side wall
angle (Φ = 87.8o) and variable D.
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Figure 63: Exit via diameter as a function of glass thickness with fixed D (D = 50µm)
and variable Φ.

Similarly, the exit via diameter was obtained as a function of glass thickness
(Figure 63) by keeping the value of D constant (50µm), and varying the side wall
angle Φ from 60o to 87.8o. The theoretical model provides a relation between the TPV
dimensions and the glass thickness, based on the process conditions. Thus, one can
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choose the appropriate process and glass thickness to meet a specific TPV geometry
requirement. The model helps define design rules, based on process capability.
4.6 Effect of glass thickness variation on TPV diameter
An Argon Fluoride (ArF) based excimer laser was used for the formation of
vias in glass with different thicknesses. The experimental results of via formation are
summarized in Figure 64 and the measured TPV diameter and pitch as a function of
glass thickness is shown in Figure 65. The experimental results indicated that smaller
TPV diameters similar to dimensions in TSVs could be achieved using thinner glass
substrates. An additional advantage of using thin-glass substrates is the reduced
number of laser pulses required to completely etch through the substrate, which leads
to shorter processing time.

180µm

100µm
Glass Thickness
30µm
0µm

60µm dia.

15µm dia.

30µm dia.

Figure 64: Cross-section image of metallized TPVs showing the TPV profiles as a
function of glass thickness.
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Figure 65: Measured TPV diameter and pitch as a function of glass thickness.

4.7 Excimer Laser ablation results on ultra-thin glass substrates (30-55µm)
4.7.1 ArF laser ablation
Glass has high absorption at 193nm wavelength and the threshold fluence
required to cause material removal has been determined to be about 0.5-1 J/cm2 based
on prior studies. Therefore, in this research two laser fluence (5 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2)
with values greater than the threshold value was chosen for experimentation. Lower
fluence excimer lasers (5J/cm2) resulted in via diameter down to 19µm at 30µm pitch
in 55µm thin borosilicate glass. Figure 66 shows the cross-section SEM image of
TPVs fabricated using ArF based 193nm excimer lasers. Via profile was observed to
be tapered, with measured entrance and exit diameter values of 19µm and 6µm
respectively.
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30µm
19µm

55µm

6µm
Figure 66: Cross-section SEM image of ArF laser ablation in 55µm thin BSG glass
(courtesy: AGC Japan).

In addition to TPV formation using low-power excimer lasers, fundamental
studies were carried out to understand via formation using high power excimer lasers.
The sample used to study TPV formation comprised of a 30µm thin low-CTE glass
laminated with a polymer layer (ZIF) having a thickness of 3µm. A high-power (10
J/cm2) excimer laser operating in the frequency range of 10-50Hz was used, and the
laser was irradiated over a sample size of 0.5mm x 0.5mm using a projection mask.
The optical image of the entrance and exit side of TPVs in thin glass
substrate after laser ablation are shown in Figure 67a and b respectively. The
measured dimensions of TPV entrance and exit diameters were 15µm and 8µm
respectively and the via pitch was 27µm. The higher laser fluence (10 J/cm2) of the
excimer laser resulted in a more vertical TPV side-wall profile with reduced via-taper
angle (84o) compared to ablation at lower fluence [105]. This result is consistent with
prior studies on via ablation using 193nm laser, which reported vertical TPV profiles
at higher fluence, due to rapid accumulation of energy in the ablation zone and low
dissipation of thermal energy though the glass substrate [42].
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15µm

8µm

(b)

(a)

Figure 67: Optical Image of ultra-small TPVs in 30µm thin glass: a) Entrance side with
diameter of 15 µm, b) Exit side with diameter of 8 µm.

The ablation depth (∆d) per pulse can be computed using Beer’s law in
Equation 12.
( )

(12)

Where, ‘α’ is the absorption coefficient of glass, Fi is the incident laser fluence
and Ft is the threshold fluence.
The absorption coefficient of glass (α) is a function of the material property
and the wavelength of incident radiation [60]. The ablation depth per pulse (∆d) was
computed as 271.5nm/pulse for incident laser fluence (Fi) of 10 J/cm2, by assuming a
value of 0.263 J/cm2 for threshold fluence (Ft) and a value of 134000 cm-1 for
absorption coefficient [42]. A linear relation between the etch depth (D) and the
number of laser pulses (N) (Equation 13), suggests a total of 110 laser pulses for
complete TPV ablation through a 30µm thin sample.
(13)
Experimental results verified that a total of 100-120 pulses were required to
completely etch through 30µm thin glass. This result was observed to be consistent
with the calculated value. The progression of via formation with increase in number
of laser pulses is illustrated in Figure 68.
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Figure 68: SEM image of TPV cross-section, showing ablation profile as a function of
number of laser pulses using 193nm excimer laser ablation in 30µm thin glass.

Additional SEM observations were made on the TPV arrays formed in 30µm
thin glass and the results obtained are illustrated in Figure 69. The TPV pitch was
observed to be less than 30µm.
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TPV Side-wall

Figure 69: SEM images of array of TPVs formed in 30µm thin glass using 193nm
excimer laser.

4.7.2 Effect of variation in pulse number on TPV dimensions
As described in the previous section, the amount of glass material that is
removed from the bulk depends on the number of laser pulses incident on the sample.
Further, it was observed that a minimum of 120 laser pulses would be required to
completely etch through 30µm glass. This section studies the effect of variation in
laser pulse number on the entrance and exit diameter of the TPVs. The material stackup was identical to the one used in the previous section and comprised of 30µm thin
glass laminated with a 3µm thin polymer film on both sides. The laser fluence was
10J/cm2 and the number of laser pulses was varied from 120 to 150. A top view
optical image of TPVs formed using different count of laser pulses is shown in Figure
70. The results indicate a constant entrance TPV diameter (15µm), while the exit

diameter increased with increasing number of pulses.
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Figure 70: TPV entrance and exit diameter as a function of number of laser pulses at
10J/cm2 fluence: a) 120 pulses b) 130 pulses and c) 140 pulses.

The variation of TPV taper angle as a function of the number of laser pulses is
shown in Figure 71. The entrance diameter was observed to be invariant with number
of laser pulses due to the small spot size and non-thermal nature of the ablation
process that prevented the enlargement of via diameter on the entrance side (observed
in the case of UV and CO2 lasers). The exit diameter as mentioned earlier steadily
increased with increase in number of laser pulses.
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Figure 71: TPV taper angle as a function of number of laser pulses.

4.8 Through-put estimation of TPV formation in ultra-thin glass
Laser ablation using excimer lasers can be scaled to achieve higher throughput by using mask-projection technique.
In the mask-projection approach the laser beam is made to pass through a
mask before being focused onto the glass sample. The mask can be patterned to
achieve the desired via array and geometry. A schematic drawing of such a system is
shown in Figure 72. As shown in the figure, a focused beam from the excimer laser is
made incident onto a mask after passing through a set of deflecting mirrors. After the
laser beam passes through the mask, a projection lens is used to focus the laser beam
onto the sample glass sample to be machined. The feature size on the mask is demagnified using a projection lens. The degree of de-magnification can be varied
between 5X and 20X. A schematic diagram showing the demagnification concept is
illustrated in Figure 73.
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Figure 72: Excimer laser set-up: Mask projection technique.

Figure 73: Principle of mask projection.

ArF based excimer laser operating at 193nm was used in mask projection
mode; after passing through a metal mask. The metal mask is usually made of
aluminum or brass and the ratio of the feature size on the mask and sample is 10:1. In
other words, via opening of 300µm on the mask produces a 30µm spot size on the
sample. The effect of two different excimer laser fluences (5 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2) on
via throughput was studied.
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Using a mask projection technique an array of TPVs was drilled at 30µm pitch
in 55µm thin glass. The irradiation area was 1mm x 1mm, and a total of 1089 vias
was formed simultaneously. The measured entrance and exit diameters were 19µm
and 6µm respectively. The total drill time was approximately 10 seconds, which
corresponds to a throughput of greater than 100 vias per second. Figure 74 shows the
top view optical image of an array of vias drilled simultaneously using the mask
projection technique.

Figure 74: Top view optical image of an array of TPVs drilled in glass using the mask
projection approach (Courtesy: AGC, Japan).

In order to study the effect of increasing laser fluence on via drilling, high
power excimer laser (10 J/cm2) ablation was explored on thin glass substrates (30µm).
The number of laser pulses required to drill through the sample was 120 (N = 120) at
50Hz operation. Via diameters achieved were 15µm on the entrance side and 6µm on
the exit side. Figure 75 shows the top view optical image of an array of 441 vias
drilled simultaneously at 27µm pitch. The irradiation area on the sample was 0.6mm x
0.6mm, and the process time was less than 3 seconds (for 50Hz operation and 120
pulses).
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Figure 75: Array of 441 vias at 27µm pitch, drilled using high power excimer laser
operating in mask projection.

A summary of the through-put capabilities explored using low and high power
excimer lasers is shown in Figure 76.
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Figure 76: Measured TPV through-put at two different excimer laser fluences.

The study on TPV formation showed that excimer lasers can form small TPVs
in thin glass substrates. However, from a cost a-nd manufacturing perspective it is
necessary to evaluate the throughput of via formation. Higher throughput translates to
shorter processing time which eventually leads to lower production cost. This section
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studies and analyzes the feasibility of excimer lasers to operate in the mask projection
mode to form several hundred vias simultaneously.
High-power excimer lasers (5-10J/cm2) typically operate in the frequency
range of 5Hz to 200Hz. Based on the result obtained as shown in Figure 75, an
approximate prediction model is proposed for evaluating TPV throughput as a
function of operating frequency. The models are proposed for three cases: 1) the
number of laser pulses required to drill thought the sample remains constant (say N =
140), 2) the number of pulses required varies directly as the ratio of f o to f, where fo =
25Hz and f is the value at a given point within the frequency range, and 3) the
throughput is independent of the laser operating frequency.
For the first two assumptions, the throughput value also depends on the laser
irradiation area, and the geometry of via, in terms of TPV diameter and pitch.
Case1: In the case where a fixed number of laser pulses is required to etch
through the glass of given thickness, the relation between via throughput and
frequency is linear as shown in Figure 77. The slope of the graph shown in Figure 77
depends on the irradiation area and via geometry. The projected via throughput is
approximately 2250 vias/second at 45Hz, for a 2.5mm x 2.5mm irradiation area and
with a via pitch of 30µm.
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Figure 77: Graph of throughput v/s frequency; assuming the number of pulses required
is constant.

Case2: The number of pulses required to drill thorough the sample is assumed
to vary inversely with the frequency of incident radiation. This assumption is based
on the logic that as the frequency of incident radiation is increased, the relaxation time
between two consecutive laser pulses decreases. This could result in thermally
assisted ablation of glass; requiring smaller number of laser pulses for ablation, at
higher frequency. This model can be viewed as optimistic, with throughput
predictions of approximately 4000 vias/second at 45Hz (Figure 79).

f
2f
Figure 78: Incident laser pulse.
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Figure 79: Via throughput v/s incident laser frequency, assuming inverse relation
between number of pulses and incident frequency.

Case3: The third possibility is that the throughput is constant and does not vary with
incident frequency.
Figure 80 shows the intersection of three graphs, based on the three cases
discussed above. The actual throughput is predicted to lie in the shaded region
bounded by two curves (invariant case and optimistic case).
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Figure 80: Graph showing via throughput prediction as a function of frequency.

Based on the experiments performed in 100µm and 30µm glass substrates,
through-put measurements are presented. CO2 laser ablation is a serial process with
through-put values between 500-2000 holes per second depending on the desired
quality of via hole. In case of excimer lasers an irradiation area of 2 mm x 2 mm is
assumed. Also, it is assumed that the whole area is covered with TPVs. For excimer
laser ablation in 100µm thin glass, it was observed that the total time required to drill
through the glass sample was 12 seconds and 7 seconds using 248nm and 193nm
lasers respectively. TPVs were formed at 50µm pitch which translates to a throughput value between 100-200 vias per second. However, when the glass thickness is
reduced to 30µm it can be observed that the time required is significantly reduced. A
total of 2.3 and 4 seconds were required to completely etch through 30µm glass using
193nm and 248nm lasers respectively. In addition, the study revealed that excimer
laser ablation in thinner substrates can yield smaller TPV diameters (10µm) at 30µm
pitch. Therefore the measured through-put value lies between 1000-2000 vias per
second. The results described above are summarized in Figure 81.
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Figure 81: Measured through-put value of TPV formation using excimer and CO2
lasers.

It has to be noted that actual interposer designs do not contain via array
patterns throughout the sample. The time required to step and repeat over a larger
panel size (> 150 mm x 150 mm) can be significantly higher compared to small area
irradiation (10 mm x 10 mm). One method to improve the through-put is to increase
the laser fluence which can lead to enlargement in projection area.
Additionally, there is a need to compare the through-put capabilities of
excimer laser ablation to those obtained using DRIE etching. As explained in the first
section of this chapter, DRIE is a slow process with etch rates of approximately 0.50.7µm/min. However when considering ultra-thin glass substrates (30µm) the DRIE
approach presents an interesting process option to form small TPVs at higher
throughput.
If one assumes an etch rate of 0.5µm/min for DRIE, the total time required to
completely etch through 30µm thick glass is about 60 minutes. Thus, to form a single
TPV using the DRIE approach would take approximately 60 minutes, compared to 13 seconds in the case of excimer lasers. However, with DRIE, TPVs can be formed
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simultaneous using a patterned mask on the glass surface that could significantly
reduce the processing time per TPV. A detailed study on DRIE etching on 30µm thin
glass could be performed as part of future extension of this research.
4.9 Summary of TPV formation methods and process guidelines
This section summarizes the key finding from TPV formation study and
proposes process guideline for via formation in 100-300µm thin glass substrates.


Laser ablation is a promising method to form through vias in glass interposer.
Since glass exhibits high absorption in the deep UV and infrared wavelengths,
TPV formation was explored using excimer, UV and CO2 laser ablation. Excimer
lasers resulted in smallest via diameter (30µm) in 180µm thin borosilicate glass
substrates.



In order to achieve smaller TPV dimensions considering the side-wall taper from
the laser ablation process, there is a need to migrate to thinner glass substrates.
However, significant challenge exists in handling such thin glass during
processing. To address this challenge, this research developed a novel polymer
(RXP4M and ZIF) on glass approach prior to TPV formation.



TPV formation was explored in polymer laminated glass substrates. In case of
CO2 laser ablation a ‘copper-window’ approach was studied and applied to reduce
the thermal gradients during the ablation process. The copper window approach
was not effective due to thin copper layer and high laser pulse energy. However,
the damage to the polymer layer on the entrance side was greatly minimized by
using a thin copper layer (without windows) prior to ablation.



193nm ArF laser ablation in polymer laminated glass resulted in 35µm diameter
TPVs in 180µm thin glass.
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Ultra-thin glass


Excimer laser ablation in ultra-thin glass substrates (30µm) was studied using
193nm lasers. Initially the theory of excimer lasers was introduced, followed by
experimental results and analysis.



The use of high power excimer lasers (10 J/cm2) yielded smaller TPVs having a
diameter of 15µm on the entrance side. A parametric study was performed by
varying the number of laser pulses and its effect on TPV taper angle was studied.



The use of excimer lasers in the mask projection mode was studied and it was
observed that several hundred vias can be simultaneous formed within 1 second.
The last section of the chapter discussed about the through-put prediction and
measurement of TPV formation using excimer lasers.
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Chapter 5
TPV METALLIZATION
In the previous chapter the formation of small TPV holes (10-15µm) in ultrathin glass substrates (30µm) using excimer laser ablation was described. This chapter
discusses the fundamental approach to metallization of these small TPVs to achieve
vertical interconnections with high electrical conductivity in 3D glass interposers.
Copper was chosen as the metallization material because of its high electrical
conductivity (6x107 S/m) and its ease of deposition using either the electroless or
sputtered approaches. Moreover, the results from electrical modeling of TPVs
presented in chapter 3 indicated that copper is the best material for achieving the
lowest signal insertion loss and crosstalk. Metallization of TPVs with copper was
performed using a semi-additive-plating approach consisting of two steps: a thin seedlayer using electroless deposition followed by electrolytic plating.
Direct metallization of glass poses significant challenges because glass is an
oxide based material, it is chemically inert, and it has smooth surfaces. To form
electrically conductive TPVs in glass, there are essentially two types of surfaces that
need to be metallized: a) the planar glass surface on which to form the TPV pads and
small-line width copper traces (redistribution layers) and b) the inside side-walls of
TPV to form vertical interconnections.
Previous studies of bonding metals to glass (explained in chapter 2) involved
sputtered seed-layers using either titanium (Ti) or chrome (Cr), which form excellent
stable oxide interfaces and are commonly used to metallize directly on glass. Such
physical and chemical vapor deposition techniques to deposit metals are already used
to manufacture large panels. However, higher through-put methods such as plating
processes are needed. The focus of this research is to explore electroless copper
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deposition as a technique to achieve the necessary adhesion and to improve the
overall throughput of metallization on glass interposers. In this research, two electrochemical processes are explored: a) electroless copper for the seed layer and b)
electrolytic copper plating to achieve the desired metallization thickness.
5.1 Theory of electroless copper deposition and electrolytic plating
In this research, a semi-additive-plating (SAP) approach using both electroless
copper deposition and electrolytic copper plating was studied as the primary approach
to achieve metallization of TPVs in glass interposers. A simplified process flow is
shown in Figure 82 to illustrate the SAP process. As shown in this figure, the glass
sample with TPVs was first subjected to electroless deposition to form a thin
conductive layer of copper. Next, the sample was laminated with a dry-film photoresist that was patterned using photo-lithography to expose the areas where additional
copper is to be deposited through electrolytic plating. The photo-resist and copper
seed layers were finally removed to realize metallized TPVs in glass interposers.
Glass
Glass
D) Photo-resist lamination and lithography

A) Ultra-thin glass substrate

Glass

Glass

E) Electrolytic copper plating

B) TPV formation
Glass

Glass

C) Electroless Seed-layer deposition
F) Resist removal and seed layer etching

Figure 82: Semi-additive-plating process flow to achieve metallization of TPVs in glass

The electroless process does not require an external electric field for
deposition. The chemical reactions that govern the electroless copper plating process
are summarized below:
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Pd+2 + Sn+2  Pd + Sn+4

(14)

CuSO4 + 2HCHO + 4NaOH  Cu + 2HCO2Na + H2 + 2H2O + Na2SO4 (15)
Initially, the palladium ions in the activator solution are reduced to palladium
atoms on the glass surface. This causes the appearance of the sample to change to a
dark-grey color. Subsequently and in the presence of a reducing agent like
formaldehyde (HCHO), the copper ions are deposited as copper atoms on the sample
surface.
As Table 8 illustrates, in this study, a sequence of ten steps, which can be
divided into three phases, was followed to achieve electroless deposition of copper.
In the first phase (steps 1-3), the glass sample with TPVs was cleaned using a ‘predip’
solution to remove contaminants or residues from the sample surface. In the second
phase (steps 4-7), the sample was then subjected to an activation step to form a thin
and continuous layer of palladium (catalyst) throughout the sample surface, including
the side-wall of the TPVs. In the third phase (steps 8-10), copper was deposited on the
sample surface. A seed layer thickness between 0.7µm and 1µm was obtained after
deposition for 30 minutes.
Steps#

Table 8: Electroless copper deposition: Process sequence
Process
Function

number
1

Conditioner

Remove residues and soils from the surface and holes,
conditions the glass and resin to ensure proper catalyst
adsorption to these surfaces

2

Rinse

3

Pre-dip

Protect copper contamination in the catalyst and provides
common ion drag-in to the catalyst

4

Activator

Deposit palladium on the surface and wall of the hole. The
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palladium will then act as an activation site to initiate
electroless copper
5

Rinse

6

Rinse

7

Reducer

Provides negative charges for reducing the copper ion to
metallic copper

8

Electroless

Deposit a copper coating on the board surface and along the

copper

hole wall.

9

Rinse

10

Acid Dip

Clean the copper surface

After the electroless deposition process was completed, the electrolytic copper
plating process sequence was followed. In the electrolytic plating process, the set-up
was comprised of a cathode, anode and an electrolyte in between. A schematic of the
electrolytic plating apparatus is shown in Figure 83.

Figure 83: Schematic of the electrolytic plating set-up.

The cathode consisted of the substrate or interposer connected to the negative
terminal of a DC source. The anode was a metal bar (Cu) connected to the positive
terminal of the DC source. When an electrical field was applied, the copper cations
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moved toward the cathode and were reduced to copper atoms on the substrate. The
reduction reaction that occurs at the cathode is given below:
Cu2+(aq) + 2e-

→

Cuo

(16)

A specific process sequence was followed to electroplate copper. The sample
was first cleaned prior to plating using an acid cleaner (Cupra pro S2) that helped
remove contaminants and residues from the electroless surface. The Cupra pro S2
solution was heated to 40oC, and the glass sample was immersed in this solution for
five minutes. The sample was then thoroughly rinsed with DI water and subsequently
immersed in an acid solution comprised of 10% volume of sulfuric acid. Next, the
sample was mounted on a frame and subjected to electrolytic plating. The amount of
copper deposited on the surface is a function of the current density and plating time.
A simple equation was used to relate the plating time and current density to the
thickness of plated copper.
(17)

The current density was determined by taking into account the total surface
area of the frame and the surface area of exposed copper on the sample. A value of
current density between 1.5 and 3 ampere per square decimeter (ASD) was used to
achieve smooth Cu surfaces. An initial plating trial was performed to establish a
guideline for the electrolytic plating process. The thickness of plated copper (over a
100 mm square sample) was measured as 10µm after 30 minutes while using a current
density value of 2ASD.
5.2 Impact of surface roughness on TPV metallization
Initially, copper was deposited directly on the glass surfaces using the
electroless process described in the previous section. However, the thin copper layer
(< 1µm) easily delaminated from the glass surface during the rinse step that
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immediately followed this deposition. On further inspection, it was found that the
delamination occurred due to poor adhesion between copper and the smooth glass
surface. This issue was addressed by roughening the glass surface prior to electroless
deposition.
A photo-sensitive glass substrate having a thickness of 330µm was used for
the initial trials. Through-vias were formed using a combination of UV exposure, high
temperature bake and wet etching methods as explained in chapter 4. The measured
diameter of TPVs was 100µm, and the spacing between vias was 75µm. To improve
the adhesion between Cu and glass, the glass sample with vias was mechanically
polished to increase its surface roughness. Surface profilometry was performed using
laser confocal microscopy to study the topography of the roughened glass surface.
The results obtained are illustrated in Figure 84 and Figure 85. The results indicated a
surface roughness value (Ra) of few nano-meters in the case of smooth glass (Figure
85a), compared with a roughness value of few hundred nano-meters for mechanically
roughened surfaces (Figure 85b).

Figure 84: Laser confocal microscopy image of roughened glass surface: a) top surface,
b) bottom surface.
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a)
0.1µm

-0.1µm

b)

1µm

-1µm

Figure 85: Surface roughness measurement data: a) smooth glass, b) roughened glass

The side walls of the TPVs, however, were not mechanically treated, and their
roughness was completely due to the etch process (HF solution) used during via
formation. Electroless copper deposition was carried out on the mechanicallyroughened glass samples with TPVs. The adhesion between copper and roughened
glass surface was significantly improved due to mechanical interlocking between the
catalyst (Pd) and copper atoms. This improvement in adhesion strength was verified
through the scotch tape test. An image of the glass sample after electroless copper
deposition is shown in Figure 86. The observed improvement in adhesion was
attributed to the increase in surface roughness and subsequent mechanical
interlocking between the palladium catalyst and the glass surface. Further, the
conformal deposition of copper in the TPV side-wall was also confirmed through
cross-section examination, as shown in Figure 86b. A total copper thickness of 1µm
was measured after electroless plating for 30 minutes.
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Figure 86: Electroless copper deposition on roughened bare glass sample with TPVs: a)
glass surface showing TPV array, b) cross-section image of TPV array.

After electroless Cu deposition, the sample was subjected to electrolytic
plating with Cu. The sample with TPVs was introduced as the cathode, and the anode
was a metal bar made of copper. The electrolyte was a copper sulphate solution
(CuSO4). The value of the current used for the electrolytic process was 3A, which
translated to a current density value of approximately 2.3ASD.
The measured copper thickness after electrolytic plating for 30 minutes was 57µm. A cross-section study on the TPV arrays confirmed uniform deposition of
copper on the glass surface as well as on the side-walls of TPVs. An optical crosssection image of TPV arrays after electrolytic plating is shown in Figure 87.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 87: Metallization on Roughened Glass surfaces: a) RDL traces connecting TPVs
on the surfaces and b) Cross-section of TPV array after electroplating.

In addition to the results presented in this research, Bamberg et al. from
Atotech [106] in collaboration with researchers at Georgia Tech have studied copper
metallization in roughened photo-sensitive glass substrates. Their study also reported
good adhesion between the copper seed layer and TPV side-wall. In their study, the
improvement in adhesion inside the TPV was attributed to the roughness induced
during the via etch process. The images they obtained after cross-section examination
are shown in Figure 88.
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(a)

Cu

(b)
Cu

Glass
Glass

TPV

TPV

Figure 88: Cross-section image of TPV in photo structured glass after metallization: a)
SEM image, b) optical image [106] [Courtesy: Simon Bamberg, ATOTECH Germany].

5.3 Metallization of TPVs in polymer laminated glass
5.3.1 Approach
Even though the adhesion strength can be improved by increasing the surface
roughness, this adhesion strength must be good enough to withstand the CTE
mismatch-related stress between glass and copper. Further, while roughening the
glass surface, defects might be introduced that act as potential sites for crack
initiation, growth and propagation. The CTE mismatch can lead to thermo-mechanical
reliability failures at the glass-copper interface that can manifest as copper
delamination or cracking in glass. As an alternative to glass roughening, prior studies
have investigated surface modification techniques using self-assembled monolayers
(SAM) of silane molecules [107, 108] to enhance the adhesion between metal and
smooth glass surfaces. The mechanism involved the formation of Si-O bonds at the
glass interface, wherein the alkoxy group of silane is attached to the glass surface
while the functional group (amine) reacts with the catalyst such as palladium or tin.
Although, good adhesion was observed for thin copper layers (150nm), an increase in
metal thickness (> 1µm) resulted in delamination at the metal-catalyst interfaces.
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However, for 3D interposer applications, the metallization thickness must be in the
3µm-10µm range to ensure a low resistance path for signal and power delivery
through the interposer. Thus, silane treatment alone may not be conducive for
achieving reliable metallization on glass interposers.
In the previous chapter on TPV formation, new thin-film polymers were
laminated on glass surfaces for two main reasons: a) to improve the handling of thin
glass and b) to minimize the defects created during the laser ablation processes. In the
proposed approach, instead of the glass surface, the polymer surface is metallized for
RDL and TPV pads, and the TPV side-wall undergoes changes in surface roughness
from laser ablation, which results in improved adhesion between the plated copper
and glass. A simple diagram is shown in Figure 89 that shows the conventional bare
glass approach and the proposed polymer-on-glass approach investigated in this
study.
Cu-polymer Interface
Cu-Glass Interface

Glass

Cu

Glass

Cu

Cu- laser modified Glass Interface

Cu- laser modified Glass Interface

(a)

(b)

Figure 89: TPV in glass metallization: a) conventional approach, b) proposed approach.

The following section studies the metallization of TPVs in polymer-laminated
glass substrates using the electroless and electrolytic processes.
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5.3.2 Modified SAP process flow

In the case of polymer laminated glass substrates, a few additional steps were
added to the SAP sequence. The modified process flow is illustrated in Figure 90. As
indicated in this process flow, a thin polymer film (ZIF or RXP4M) was laminated on
both sides of thin glass prior to TPV formation. An additional chemical desmear step
was required to treat the polymer surface before electroless copper deposition.

Figure 90: Modified process flow for SAP to metallize TPVs in polymer laminated glass.

The desmear process roughens the polymer surface and enhances the adhesion
between copper and polymer. In addition, the desmear step helps remove the debris
that gets deposited on the polymer surface after laser ablation. In this study, the
desmear process consisted of three general steps: a) swelling, b) desmear, and c)
reduction. As explained in Table 9, the first step induced swelling of the resin
(polymer) to facilitate efficient etching of polymer during the subsequent desmear
step. Next, potassium permanganate (KMnO4) was used to etch the polymer surface.
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Finally, the reduction solution helped remove the permanganate residue from the
polymer surfaces.
Table 9: Process sequence for chemical desmear of polymer dielectric on glass

Step
Process
number
1 Sweller

Function
Swelling resin to ease the removal
of smear by permanganate bath

2 Rinse
3 Permanganate

Oxidize smear to be removed and
roughen the surface of polymer

4 Rinse
5 Reducer

Reduce remaining permanganate on
a surface

6 Rinse

The change in roughness of the polymer surface (ZIF) before and after the
desmear process was measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
measurement was taken over a surface area of 25µm2 (5µm x 5µm), and the results
are presented in Figure 91.

Ra ~ 14.9nm

Ra ~ 4.7nm
(a)

(b)

Figure 91: Polymer surface roughness measurements: a) before desmear and b) after
desmear.
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A significant increase in surface roughness (from 4.7nm to 14.9nm) of the
polymer was observed as indicated in Figure 91.
After the desmear process, the samples with TPVs were subjected to
electroless copper deposition and copper electroplating as explained in the previous
section on metallization of TPVs in roughened photo-sensitive glass.
5.3.3 Metallization results
Using the modified SAP process explained in the previous section, the
metallization of TPV formed by different laser ablation processes in polymer
laminated glass was investigated. In the following section the metallization of TPVs
formed using CO2, UV, and excimer lasers are discussed.
The study on TPV formation in chapter 4 showed that smaller diameters TPVs
can be obtained using CO2 lasers that operate at high peak powers. High-peak power
resulted in via diameters as small as 40μm in 100μm thick glass substrates. Such
small TPV diameters were attributed to shorter laser pulse width, which resulted in
significantly lower thermal damage. An optical cross-section image of TPVs after
metallization is shown in Figure 92. The cross-section revealed the presence of heataffected-zone (HAZ), which is highlighted by the dotted red circle in Figure 92. The
HAZ was caused due to a combination of the high thermal energy released during the
ablation process and the low thermal conductivity of the glass substrate (that limits
the amount of heat dissipated through the bulk glass substrate).
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Figure 92: Cross-section image of metallized TPV formed using high peak power CO2
laser ablation.

TPVs formed using UV laser ablation (355nm) in polymer laminated
(RXP4M) glass were also metallized using the electroless and electroplating
approach. The thickness of the plated copper was measured as 10µm. An SEM image
of metallized TPVs is shown in Figure 93. As shown, the metallization resulted in a
conformal deposition of copper inside TPVs with an aspect ratio of approximately
2:1.

Figure 93: Cross-section SEM image of metallized TPV formed using UV laser ablation
[Courtesy Atotech Berlin] [106].
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In addition to UV ablated TPVs, the metallization of TPVs that were formed
using excimer laser ablation was studied. The TPVs in polymer laminated glass
(180µm in thickness) were formed using 193nm ArF laser with entrance and exit
diameters of 60µm and 35µm respectively. The sample with TPVs was subjected to
electroless copper deposition for 20 minutes, which resulted in a seed-layer thickness
of 0.5µm. The sample was subsequently electroplated for 30 minutes to achieve a
final copper thickness of 10μm. An SEM image of the TPV cross-section after
metallization is shown in Figure 94.

Figure 94: SEM image of metallized TPV with 60µm entrance diameter and 35µm exit
diameter in 180µm thin glass.

Via formation using excimer lasers can be performed either from a single side
of the glass substrate or from both sides. In the latter case, however, precise alignment
accuracy of laser spots is required while ablating material from the top and bottom
sides of the glass substrate. An optical cross-section image of metallized TPVs
formed with: a) single side drilling and b) double side drilling are shown in Figure 95
and Figure 96 respectively. Double side drilling resulted in an ‘X’ profile as
illustrated in Figure 96.
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Figure 95: Cross-section image of metallized TPVs in glass formed using single-side
laser ablation.

Figure 96: Cross-section image of metallized TPVs in glass formed using double-side
laser ablation.

After studying metallization of TPVs in 100-180µm thin glass, the
metallization study was extended to ultra-small TPVs in 30µm thin glass substrates.
These thin samples were processed in the same chemical solutions used for 180µm or
100µm thin substrates. For the 30µm thin glass samples, the thickness of the ZIF
polymer layers used was 3µm. Chemical desmear and electroless copper deposition
were performed for a significantly shorter time for the 30µm thin glass sample with
3µm ZIF polymer compared to 100µm thick glass with 17-20µm ZIF polymer.
Shorter desmear and electroless deposition time was used for two main reasons: a) to
prevent complete etching or delamination of polymer from the glass surface and b) to
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reduce the thin film stress in copper and thus decrease the probability of copper
delamination from the polymer surface. Electroless copper deposition was performed
for 5 minutes as opposed to the 20 minutes used for the standard process. A scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of an array of metallized TPVs in 30µm thin glass
is shown in Figure 97.
27µm Pitch

15µm
15µm
Copper
Entrance
27µm
Pitchdia. Entrance dia.
Plated
TPVs

Copper
Plated
TPVs

30µm thin glass30µm thin glass

7-8µm Exit dia.7-8µm Exit dia.

Figure 97: Cross-section SEM image of ultra-small metallized TPVs in 30µm ultra-thin
glass.

5.4 TPV sidewall characterization
5.4.1 Cross-section and SEM observation
In studying the adhesion of copper to the TPV side-wall, the vias formed using
excimer lasers were analyzed in greater detail after metallization. A detailed crosssection examination using SEM imaging was performed. A thin-layer of re-deposited
material was observed around the TPV side wall, as shown in Figure 98. The volume
of re-deposited material was observed to be greater on the entrance of TPV (Figure
98a) compared with the exit side (Figure 98c). This result can be explained by a
mechanism that involves the ejection of molten material from the top side (entrance)
of the TPV as a result of the high pressure created in the ablation zone.
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Figure 98: SEM cross-sections of metallized TPV in glass, showing re-deposited glass, a)
TPV entrance, b) TPV middle, c) Exit side of via.

5.4.2 Mechanical property of re-deposited material along TPV sidewall
The surface morphology of re-deposited material was studied with regard to
its mechanical property (modulus). The motivation for characterizing the re-deposited
material was to have a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of TPV
sidewall interface and the possible impact it may have on copper to glass adhesion
and thermo-mechanical reliability.
Nano-indentation is commonly used for extracting the mechanical properties
such as hardness of material surfaces, based on the load-displacement measurements
as defined by:

Where, H = Hardness
Pmax = Maximum load applied
Ar = residual indentation area
An initial study using nano-indentation was performed on TPV cross-sections
to study the mechanical properties of the re-deposited material. As shown in Figure
99, an array of 5x5 points was chosen for the indentation study. The spacing between
adjacent indentation points was defined as 4μm and a maximum force of 2000μN was
applied using a Berkovich tip with a known cross-sectional area.
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Figure 99: Cross-section of TPV, showing the nano-indented area array.
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measurements on the glass and polymer surfaces are shown in Figure 100 and Figure
101 respectively. As expected, the maximum displacement value for glass was
observed to be much smaller (160 nm) compared with the polymer (475 nm). This
result can be attributed to the lower modulus of polymer compared to glass.

Figure 100: Measured load v/s displacement curve on glass.
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Figure 101: Measured load v/s displacement curve on polymer.

Young’s modulus values were extracted from the load-displacement curves.
The results obtained are summarized in Figure 102. The grouping of data points in
Figure 102 indicates modulus values between 5-10 GPa, similar to the polymer

surfaces, while a few points lie above 35 GPa, similar to bulk glass. A few anomalous
points, for example, points 4, 14, and 19 were also observed. These Young’s modulus
values were slightly lower than the actual value of bulk glass, typically about 7580Gpa. The softer nature of this deposited material implies that it may be a mixture of
glass and polymer, which may have significant implications for glass-copper adhesion
and reliability.
Additionally, a systematic nano-indentation study was carried out on the bulk
glass and re-deposited material for varying indentation loads. The indentation tests
were performed by Hysitron and the load-displacement data obtained are presented in
Figure 103. From the load-displacement measurements, it can be clearly observed that
the mechanical characteristics of the re-deposited material deviate from that of bulkglass. This could lower the thermo-mechanical stress inside the TPVs and have a
positive impact on TPV reliability. A more comprehensive study can be undertaken as
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part of future extension of this research, to ascertain the chemical and mechanical
property of the re-deposited layer.

Figure 102: Map of modulus at each of the 25 indentation points.

Reflow Glass
Bulk

Figure 103: Load-displacement curves obtained from the indentation study on bare
glass and on re-deposited material (Courtesy: Hysitron).
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5.5 Thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs
The thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs in glass is critical for the overall
performance of the glass package. As described in the previous chapter, TPVs are
essentially made up of three materials: a) polymer (RXP4M or ZIF), which is
laminated on the glass surface and present only on the glass surface (polymer is not
present on the side-wall of TPVs); b) copper metallization inside the TPV; and c)
glass as the material around TPV. Young’s modulus and CTE values of glass,
RXP4M polymer, and copper are provided in Table 10.
As indicated in Table 10, there is a CTE mismatch between copper, polymer,
and glass that can cause stresses and result in catastrophic failures at one or more of
the following interfaces: a) glass-copper, b) copper-polymer, or c) glass-polymer. At
the glass-copper interface these stresses can result in glass cracking or copper
delamination inside TPVs. Cracking of glass can result when the metallized TPVs are
subjected to thermal cycles. The copper inside the vias expands and contracts more
than the glass because of its higher CTE, resulting in glass cracking. Similarly, the
stresses generated at the glass-polymer interfaces can cause delamination of polymer
from the glass surface. Thus, a detailed study of the thermo-mechanical behavior of
TPVs is important.
Table 10: Mechanical property of TPV materials

Young’s
Modulus (GPa)
Glass

Poisson’s
Ratio
0.22

77

CTE
(ppm/oC)
3.8

Polymer

1.83

0.3

67

Copper
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0.3

17.3

An initial investigation of the thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs in glass
was undertaken in this study. A cross-section schematic of the TPV geometry
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investigated is shown in Figure 104. The polymer used on the glass surface was
RXP4M. The thickness of the glass substrates was 180µm, and the thickness of
RXP4M polymer was 20µm. TPVs were formed using excimer laser ablation (193nm
ArF laser). The choice of excimer laser in this study is due to the fact that these lasers
yielded the smallest TPVs in glass with dimensions similar to TSVs in 3D ICs (based
on the study in chapter 4). The TPVs studied in this section have an entrance diameter
of 60µm and exit diameter between 30-35µm. Via pitch was defined to be 120µm.

Figure 104: Cross-section schematic of metallized TPVs for reliability study.

5.5.1 Fabrication of TPV daisy chains
Low CTE glass (3.8 ppm) substrates (ENA1 from Asahi Glass) having a
thickness of 180µm were used for fabrication. The glass was laminated with 20µm
thick RXP4M polymer. An array of TPVs (8 x 6) was formed through this stack-up
using 193nm excimer laser (in the mask projection mode). The use of mask projection
resulted in simultaneous ablation of 48 vias within the array with measured via
diameter and pitch of 60µm and 120µm respectively. The vias were subsequently
metallized with copper and connected in a daisy chain pattern for measuring the
resistance of the TPVs. The target metal thickness of copper was defined as 10µm.
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Probe pads were designed at the end of each row within the array to measure the daisy
chain resistance. A snapshot of the sample after fabrication is shown in Figure 105. A
cross-section image of metallized TPVs connected in a daisy chain pattern is shown in
Figure 106.

Figure 105: Glass sample with daisy chain pattern after fabrication.

Figure 106: Cross-section image of TPV daisy chain after fabrication [23].

5.5.2 Test conditions and results

Metallized TPVs were subjected to thermal-cycle tests in accordance to JDEC
(JEDEC JESD22-A104 condition B) standards, and daisy chain resistances were
recorded over 1500 thermal cycles. The TPV daisy chains were first subjected to
preconditioning that consisted of 3 steps: a) baking at 125oC for 24 hrs, b) MSL3 for
40 hrs at 60oC and 60% relative humidity, and c) 3X reflow at a maximum
temperature of 260oC. After preconditioning, the samples were placed in a thermal
cycle chamber, and subjected alternately to low (-55oC) and high (125oC)
temperatures with a dwell time of 30 minutes at each extreme temperature set point.
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This varying temperature profile used for the TCT test is graphically shown in Figure
107.
Temperature (oC)

125oC

30 min

Time (min)

0oC

-55oC

30 min
Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Figure 107: Temperature profile used for TCT testing.

The daisy chain resistance was monitored after every few hundred thermal
cycles using a multimeter. The measured values represented a summation of eight
TPV resistances within the chain, including the resistance of the copper traces
connecting adjacent vias. A plot of these daisy chain resistance values over 1500
cycles is shown in Figure 108. As the data indicates, the resistance values (1-4 Ohms)
of TPVs remained stable through 1500 thermal cycles. Minor variations in resistance
values between the different daisy chains can be attributed to variations in plated
copper thickness inside the TPVs.
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Figure 108: Daisy chain resistance after 1500 TCT cycles.

5.5.3 Post reliability analysis
After thermal cycle testing, the samples were subjected to failure analysis to
detect cracks in glass or copper as well as to check for delamination at the interfaces.
A typical 3D X-ray image after 1572 cycles is shown in Figure 109. These studies did
not reveal any cracks or delamination of copper within the TPVs.

Figure 109: 3D X-ray image of TPV array after 1572 cycles.

To further confirm the results of the failure analysis, cross-section
examinations were performed on the TPV daisy chains. The optical image obtained
after polishing is shown in Figure 110. This cross-section image confirmed the results
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from 3D X-ray imaging. In addition, no macro-cracking in glass was observed after
1500 thermal cycles.

Figure 110: Cross-section of TPV array after 1500 TCT cycles.

The stable resistance data and absence of glass cracking after 1500 thermal
cycles shows good adhesion between glass and copper and low stress due to
mismatch.
5.6 Summary
a.


Metallization study
The metallization of TPVs in glass was studied as reported in this chapter. A
semi-additive plating approach consisting of electroless copper deposition and
electrolytic plating was used in this study. The theory behind each of these
electro-plating technologies was introduced followed by experimental results.



The use of thin-film polymer layers on glass surfaces had many beneficial effects
including improved glass handling, defect-free TPV hole formation, lower stress
at the interfaces and improved thermo-mechanical reliability through reduction of
stresses at the corners of the TPVs.



Metallization of TPVs in polymer-laminated thin glass was studied. The polymer
was subjected to a desmear process using permanganate solution to enhance the
adhesion between the electroless seed layer and polymer. Complete coverage of
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copper seed layer on the surface as well as on the side-wall of the TPVs was
achieved after the electroless process.


TPVs with electroless copper were subsequently metallized using electrolytic
copper and complete TPV metallization was achieved even in small TPVs (15µm
diameter) (formed using 193nm excimer laser ablation) in 30µm thin glass
substrates.



A detailed cross-section examination of TPVs was conducted after copper
metallization to study the various interfaces. The side-wall of TPVs (formed using
excimer laser) showed a thin layer of re-deposited material. The mechanical
property of this layer was analyzed using nano-indentation tests. These initial tests
revealed that the re-deposited material had intermediate properties between
polymer and glass which could impact copper adhesion to glass. Further study is
necessary to ascertain the property of this interface and its impact on reliability.

b.


Reliability study
Preliminary reliability tests were performed on TPV daisy chains in polymer
laminated glass substrates to understand their thermo-mechanical behavior.



TPV daisy chains were subjected to thermal cycling tests (TCT) between -55oC to
125oC and showed stable daisy values through 1500 thermal cycles.



Cross-section and X-ray examination after TCT did not reveal any cracks on the
bulk glass or copper delamination from the TPV side-wall.

 A more comprehensive reliability study with detailed failure analysis is being
undertaken by another Ph.D. student.
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Chapter 6
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In chapters 4 and 5, the formation and metallization of ultra-small TPVs in
glass were discussed. The TPV formation and metallization research was organized
into two sections, with the first part focusing on various glass thicknesses and via
formation methods, and the second part focused on the thesis targets of ultra-thin
glass and ultra-fine pitch TPVs. This chapter presents the integration of the TPV
processes with re-distribution layer (RDL) fabrication to form glass interposers ready
for chip and board-level assembly, and is organized into two parts similar to the
previous chapters. In the first part, the process integration methodology for two and
four metal layer glass interposers (180µm and 100µm thick glass) with TPVs (formed
using excimer laser) and their application in RF filters is discussed. In the second part,
the electrical characterization results of small TPVs in 30µm thin glass substrates are
presented.
6.1 Multi-layer glass interposers – materials and processes
In this study, thin glass substrates having a thickness of 100-180µm were
explored, and novel-polymer materials that were introduced in chapter 4 was used as
the build-up material.
The process flow schematic for two-metal layer glass interposer fabrication is
same as explained in chapter 5 for TPV metallization illustrated in Figure 90. The thin
glass (180µm) samples (150mm x 150mm) were cleaned using acetone and isopropyl
alcohol (IPA) followed by rinsing with deionized water. The samples were baked for
30 minutes in air at 120°C to remove moisture. Subsequently, the glass surface was
treated with silane coupling agents (3-Aminopropyltrimethoxy silane) to promote
polymer to glass adhesion through the formation of -Si-O-Si- bonds at the interface.
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The nature of chemical bonds and modification of glass surface chemistry after silane
treatment is schematically shown in Figure 111. Si-O bonds are formed on the glass
surface and the functional group (---NH2) reacts with the polymer-chain molecules.
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Figure 111: Silanization of glass for improved polymer to glass adhesion.

The absence of silane coupling between polymer and glass could lead to
adhesion failures resulting in polymer delamination during subsequent chemical
processing steps. To study the effect of silane treatment on polymer adhesion, two
glass samples (one with silane treatment and the other without) were laminated with
ZIF polymer. A snapshot of the polymer laminated glass samples after chemical
desmear and electroless copper deposition is shown in Figure 112.

(b)

(a)

Figure 112: Effect of silane treatment on polymer-glass adhesion: a) untreated glass,
showing Polymer delamination from glass during chemical desmear process, b) Silane
treated glass that shows improved adhesion of polymer to glass.

It was observed that in case of glass without silane treatment, polymer
delamination occurred during subsequent chemical desmear and electroless copper
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seed layer deposition. However, in case of silane treated glass surface, improved
polymer to glass adhesion was observed which resulted in successful deposition of
copper seed layer as shown in Figure 112b. In addition, the silane treated glass sample
successfully passed the scotch tape test.
The polymer on the glass surface was either ZEONIF or RXP4M. In the case
of RXP4M, a hot-press-lamination tool was used for lamination onto the glass
surface. For a 150mm square glass sample, a pressure of 140 psi was applied for 90
minutes, at a temperature of 232oC. The temperature profile used for RXP4M
lamination is shown in Figure 113.

Figure 113: Temperature profile for RXP4M lamination on glass.

A steady temperature ramp was applied to the glass sample during the heat
and cool-down cycles to minimize the stress on glass due to temperature gradients.
The lamination of RXP4M required a slightly higher temperature (232oC) and
pressure compared to ZIF lamination (180oC). The process was optimized to achieve
a defect free glass surface which was devoid of cracks, as shown in Figure 114.
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Figure 114: 150mm x 150mm glass sample after double side RXP4M polymer
lamination on 180µm thin glass.

After polymer lamination, the next step in the fabrication process was the
formation of small TPVs in the glass. Based on the study on via formation in thin
glass, it was observed that excimer lasers are most preferred for the formation of
small via holes. ArF based excimer lasers (193nm) were used to form TPVs, using the
mask projection approach. Different TPV mask patterns were used to form the vias in
polymer-laminated glass. The measured TPV entrance and exit diameters were 60µm
and 35µm respectively. A snapshot of the test-vehicle after TPV formation using two
different mask patterns is shown in Figure 115. Mask 1 has an array of four vias at
300µm pitch, while mask 2 has an array of 64 vias at 120µm pitch. Thus, based on the
design a combination of mask 1 and mask 2 was used to form vias over the 150 mm
square glass panel, using a step and repeat approach. The field size of a single shot
was 1mm x 1mm, based on the output power of the laser (4J/cm2) to ensure sufficient
laser fluence for ablation.
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Figure 115: TPV formation in polymer laminated glass panel using two different mask
patterns.

After TPV formation, a semi-additive plating (SAP) approach was used to
simultaneously metallize the RDL and TPVs with a target copper thickness of 810µm. First, a permanganate-based chemical desmear process was used to treat the
polymer surface and the TPV sidewalls. Electroless copper deposition was then used
to deposit a thin conductive layer (100-300 nm). A 15µm thin dry-film negative
photo-resist (PR) was laminated for patterning using photolithography. Electrolytic
plating was used to achieve a final copper thickness of approximately 8-10µm. A
snapshot of the sample at different stages of processing is shown Figure 116.
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Figure 116: Two metal layer glass interposer fabrication: a) after PR lithography, b)
after electrolytic plating, c) after PR and seed layer removal - 2 metal layer interposer.

After completing the two metal layer stack-up, build-up layers were fabricated
using ZIF as the polymer material. The schematic process flow used to achieve four
metal layer structures is illustrated in Figure 117. Initially, the copper on the core
layers were treated with bond-film solution to roughen the copper surface and provide
good adhesion between the metallization and the build-up polymer material (ZIF).
Next, a double side lamination process was used to form the ZIF build-up layer.
Lamination of ZIF consisted of two steps, a) vacuum lamination and b) hot-press. The
use of vacuum ensured void-free lamination, especially inside the conformally
metallized glass TPVs. Subsequently, hot-press lamination was carried out to
planarize the polymer surface. The ZIF sample was cured in an oven at 180 oC for 30
minutes.
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Figure 117: Process flow schematic for four-metal layer fabrication.

The temperature profile used for curing the ZIF polymer is shown in Figure 118.

Figure 118: Temperature profile of ZIF curing process.

The process parameters used in the two-stage ZIF lamination process are
summarized in Table 11.

Process
Vacuum
lamination
Hot press

Table 11: Process parameter for ZIF lamination
Temperature
Pressure

Duration

200 F

-

10 sec

248 F

60-90 psi

90 sec
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After ZIF lamination, micro-vias were formed (using CO2 lasers) in the ZIF
layer to connect the bottom metal layers to the top-most metal traces. An optical
cross-section image of micro-vias in build-up is shown in Figure 119. The diameter of
the micro-vias depends on the wavelength of incident radiation. The use of a CO2
laser helped achieve via diameters between 30-35µm through a ZIF polymer with a
thickness of 17µm. Excimer lasers could be used to form smaller micro-vias on the
build-up layer.

Figure 119: Cross-section image of micro-vias formed in the build-up layer using CO2
laser ablation.

The SAP process was repeated to achieve a four-metal layer stack-up. An
optical image of the glass panel after four-metal layer fabrication is shown in Figure
120. Some of the structures fabricated on the M1 layer like the micro-strip lines
(MSL), planar spiral inductors, and daisy chain patterns for the TPV reliability study
are also illustrated in Figure 120.
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Figure 120: Optical image of test vehicle after four-metal layer fabrication, showing
structures on M1 layer: a) MSL line, b) Inductor, c) TPV daisy chain.

A detailed cross-section study was performed on the fabricated samples to
observe the interfaces and to investigate copper metallization inside the TPVs. The
optical and SEM cross-section image of the four-metal layer stack-up with via
transition is illustrated in Figures 121-123.

Figure 121: Cross-section image of transmission line across two-metal layers, connected
with micro-vias.
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Figure 122: Cross-section image of transmission line across three layers, connected with
TPVs and micro-vias.

The basic four-metal layer process flow and stack-up with TPVs shown in
Figure 123 can be used to design interposer packages for mobile or high-performance
applications.
60µm
RXP4M
180µm

ZIF

Glass

Figure 123: SEM Cross-section image of four-metal layer glass interposer structure with
TPVs.

6.2 RF Filters on Glass
Glass is an ideal material for RF applications due to its excellent dimensional
stability, surface flatness, and low-loss. In addition, it is possible to design passive
devices with high ‘Q’ factors on glass substrates. This section will describe the
materials and processes required to fabricate multi-layer glass interposers with TPVs.
A filter is a component within a RF circuit that allows specific frequencies to pass
through the circuit while it attenuates the undesired frequency components. Based on
the desired frequency band, filters can be designed to have either ‘high-pass’, ‘lowpass’ or ‘band-pass’ responses. There are two basic requirements for a filter: a) very
low insertion loss in the pass-band and b) high attenuation in the stop band. Such
filters are commonly designed using RLC resonance circuits. By using semiconductor
tools and process technologies, it is possible to fabricate passive RLC components on
silicon, glass or LTCC (low-temperature-co-fired-ceramic) substrates, leading to an
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integrated passive device (IPD) module [109, 110]. However, traditional IPDs on
glass are limited to single-side components due to wafer-based process methods. By
using the methods developed in this research to fabricate small-pitch through vias in
glass (TPVs), and a panel-based process approach, significant reduction in formfactors of RF IPDs can be achieved from double-side components. In fact Sridharan
et.al have investigated such double-side glass interposers and studied the use of TPVs
as via-based inductors [90]. The study focused on band-pass-filters having a center
frequency of 2.4 GHz and 5.3 GHz respectively. The filters were designed using
stitched capacitors and via-based inductors, and the measured insertion loss was
observed to be less than 2dB with 35dB out of band rejection.
In this research, the work done by Sridharan is extended to thinner glass with
smaller TPVs and describes the design, fabrication and electrical characterization of
low pass filters (LPFs) on double-side glass interposer. A schematic cross-section of
the four-metal layer RF filter module is shown in Figure 124. The glass substrate has
a thickness of 100µm, and has TPVs with an entrance diameter of 60µm at 120µm
pitch. ZIF is used as the polymer on glass and also as the build-up polymer material.
The stack-up consists of four metal layers (two metal layers each on the top and
bottom side).
90μm
75μm

L/S
15μm

60μm

L/S
20μm
passivation
ZS-100 17.5μm
ZS-100 17.5μm

10μm
45μm

120μm

EN-A1
100μm
ZS-100 17.5μm
ZS-100 17.5μm
passivation

ENEPIG

BGA at 400µm pitch

PWB
Figure 124: Schematic cross-section of four-metal layer RF filter module [111, 112].
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Four LPFs were designed at 0.8 GHz, 1.79 GHz, 2.5 GHz and 5.3 GHz using
LC resonance circuit. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 125. Each filter was
designed using two metal layers on one side of the interposer. Interconnection
between the top and bottom filters or other circuit components was achieved using
TPVs. The inductors comprised of planar spiral coils, and the parallel-plate capacitors
were designed on the build-up layer to achieve higher capacitance density.

Figure 125: Circuit schematic for low pass filters.

The process flow schematic for the four-metal layer LPF device is shown in
Figure 126. The materials and process sequence are similar to those explained in the
previous section. However, as the schematic indicates, the following three additional
steps were included to complete the RF module fabrication: a) lamination of
passivation layer and patterning, b) electroless nickel-palladium-gold (ENEPIG)
surface finish, and c) device singulation and board level assembly.
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1+2+1 substrate
EN-A1 glass – 100μm thick

ZS-100 double side lamination

Passivation layer lamination and opening formation

TPV formation by excimer laser

Surface-finish(ENEPIG) & SAC305 BGA ball drop
TPV metallization and wiring on 1st layer

ZS-100 double side lamination for 2nd layer

Singulation & Board-level assembly

PWB

Figure 126: Process flow schematic, showing four-metal layer RF demonstrator
fabrication.

An optical image of the fabricated passive structures, namely: spiral inductors
and parallel-plate stitched capacitors are shown in Figure 127. Further, the top view
image of the fabricated filter devices is shown in Figure 128.

100µm

200µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 127: Optical image of fabricated structures: a) spiral inductors and b) parallelplate stitched capacitors.
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LPF on top side
TPVs

TPVs

TPVs

TPVs
LPF on bottom side

Figure 128: Top view image of fabricated filters on double side glass interposer.

A vector-network-analyzer was used to perform high frequency measurements
on the fabricated LPFs. Initially, the filter response was measured at the panel-level
after four-metal layer fabrication and prior to passivation and BGA attach (Figure
129). This measurement helped identify the filters that were electrically functional.

Figure 129: High frequency measurements at the panel level.

Short-open-load-through (SOLT) calibration was performed prior to actual
measurement using ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes having a probe pitch of
500µm. The measured LPF response of the 800MHz filters on the top and bottom side
of the glass interposer is shown in Figure 130. The measured insertion loss was less
than 1dB with high rejection in the stop band (> 20dB). A good model to hardware
correlation was observed in the case of LPFs operating in all the frequency bands (0.8
– 5.3GHz).
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TPVs

Figure 130: Measured response of top and bottom side LPFs (0.8 GHz).

A comparison between measured and simulated response of the LPFs in the
different frequency bands is provided in Table 12. A slight difference between
simulation and measurements can be attributed to TPV parasitics and slight variations
in the inductor and capacitor values caused due to process variations. A snapshot of
the RF device after assembly onto the PWB is shown in Figure 131.
Table 12: Comparison between measured and simulated response

Figure 131: Glass interposer based RF module after assembly onto PWB.
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A cross-section examination was performed on the structure after board level
assembly and the image obtained is shown in Figure 132.

Figure 132: Cross-section image of RF module, showing BGA connections to the PWB.

The assembled interposers were subjected to electrical characterization at the
board-level as shown in Figure 133.

Figure 133: Board level measurement of LPF.

The measured S-parameter response of a 2.5GHz LPF is shown in Figure 134.
Overall, the measurement results from VNA characterization corroborated well with
the simulated results. The low-loss of glass resulted in low insertion loss. Additionally,
the ability to use small TPVs in thin-glass interposers helped achieve significant
reduction in form-factor of the final LPF device. The size of a single LPF is a function
of the operating frequency, and the designs implemented in this research work had an
X-Y size ranging from 0.8mm (for 5.3 GHz filter) to 2mm (for 800 MHz filter).
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Figure 134: Measured LPF (2.5GHz) response before and after assembly onto PWB.

6.3 Electrical Characterization of TPVs in ultra-thin (30µm) glass interposers
a) Test vehicle-design
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed ultra-thin glass interposer with
small TPVs, an electrical test-vehicle was designed, fabricated, and electrically
characterized using high frequency RF probes and a vector network analyzer (VNA).
As shown in Figure 135, the test vehicle design consisted of transmission line
structures, namely, coplanar waveguides (CPW) and micro-strip lines (MSL) with
TPV transitions. In addition to the transmission lines, passive circuits like spiral
inductors and parallel-plate capacitors were also designed and fabricated on both sides
of the ultra-thin glass substrate.
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Inductors
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Capacitors
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Ground
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kelvin probe
structures

Ring
Resonators

Figure 135: Test-vehicle design (150mm x 150mm) showing layout of top metal layer.

b) Test-vehicle fabrication
To fabricate the two-metal layer glass interposer, a panel-based double-side
process approach identical to the process described in the first part of this chapter was
used (Figure 136). The thickness of the glass substrate was 30µm, and the ZIF
thickness was 17µm.
Glass surface cleaning
(Acetone + IPA + DI Rinse)

Chemical Desmear
(permanganate etch)

Glass surface Silanization

Electroless copper
deposition

Thin-film polymer lamination (ZIF)

Semi-additive-plating
(SAP)

TPV hole formation
(UV/excimer lasers)
2ML Glass Interposer

Figure 136: Process flow for 2-metal layer glass interposer fabrication.

An optical image of the fabricated test structures is shown in Figure 137 and a
snapshot image of the ultra-thin glass panel after fabrication is shown in Figure 138.
The use of thin-polymer layers on glass helped achieve defect-free handling of glass
even at a thickness of 30µm.
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100µm
50µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 137: Fabricated electrical test structures: a) Kelvin probe structure for TPV
resistance extraction, and b) Coplanar waveguide.

Figure 138: Two-metal layer prototype demonstrator.

A detailed cross-sectional examination was carried out after fabricating the
two-metal layer interposer. A SEM cross-section image of CPW line with via
transition is shown in Figure 139. Via diameter on the entrance (~30µm) and exit side
(~15µm) of the TPVs in glass was observed to be relatively smaller compared to the
openings (40µm entrance/20µm exit) in the polymer. This can be attributed to excess
ablation of polymer during the laser process. The use of a thinner polymer layer could
help minimize excess ablation, thereby leading to similar via openings in both
polymer and glass.

Figure 139: Cross-section SEM of 2-metal layer electrical test vehicle.
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Test vehicle characterization – Electrical characterization of TPVs
The electrical characterization of TPVs in 30µm thin glass is divided into two
parts: a) DC measurements and b) high frequency RF characterization.
6.3.1 DC measurements

Four-point kelvin probe structures were designed to characterize the DC
resistance of TPVs. The DC resistance (R) of a conformal plated TPV was
theoretically computed using the following equation:
R=∫ (

[

]

)

(19)

The terms tcu and ρcu correspond to the thickness of the conformal metal and
resistivity of copper respectively while ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent the radii of exit and
entrance side of TPV. The value of ‘h’ indicates the total height of the TPV, which is
64µm for the fabricated test vehicle. Theoretical TPV resistance was calculated using
Equation 19 with the following values: a = 10 µm, b = 20 µm, h = 64 µm, t cu = 8 µm
and ρcu = 1.72 x 10-2 Ωµm.
The above formula for TPV resistance was derived by assuming the TPV to be
a perfect cone. Thus, a two dimensional projection of a TPV has a shape of a
trapezium as shown in Figure 140. The radii on the entrance and exit side of the TPV
are ‘b’ and ‘a’ respectively and r1 is the outer radius of the TPV at a distance of x
from the TPV entrance.
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Figure 140: 2D representation of TPV.

Based on the geometry shown in Figure 140, the following relation can be
obtained:

The metallization thickness (tcu) is defined as (r1 – r2), wherein r1 and r2 are the
outer and inner radii across the conformal metallization. The TPV is assumed to have
conformal metallization throughout its cross-section. The cross-section area for such a
TPV can be written as:

. The resistance of the TPV can be derived by

integrating over the entire length ‘h’.
∫
Substituting the values for r1 and r2 in the above equation:
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∫
(

)

∫
(

)

∫
(

)

The above expression is the same as equation 19.
The TPV resistance of the metallized vias in 30 µm thin glass was measured
using 4-point kelvin probes. Such a measurement using kelvin probes helps to
accurately determine the resistance of a single TPV by eliminating the resistances of
the connecting wires. A circuit schematic of the four-point kelvin structure is shown
in Figure 141.
+

A

DC

-

R-wire
R-wire

+

Loop 1
R-TPV

R-wire

Loop 2

V
-

R-wire

Figure 141: Circuit Schematic of Four-point Kelvin probe.

As shown in Figure 141, an ammeter and voltmeter was used to measure the
current and voltage across the TPV. Due to the very high resistance of the voltmeter
(V), the current through loop 2 is negligible, and almost all the current flows through
loop 1. This current through loop 1 was measured using an ammeter (A). Finally, the
resistance of the TPV was computed using ohms law (R = V/I). The four-probe
measurement helped eliminate the resistance of the wires and the DC resistance of a
single TPV was determined.
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The results obtained from theoretical calculation and experimental
measurements are summarized in Table 13. The observed variation between the
theoretical and measured resistances (2.14 and 2.92 ± 0.52 respectively) can be
attributed to the following two reasons: a) the theoretical calculation assumes the TPV
to be a perfect cone, but based on the study on via formation, it was observed that the
processed via geometry deviates from a perfect conical structure; and b) the value ‘h’
assumed in the formula is 64µm, which does not capture the effect of the via pads.
The difference between the theoretical and measured values can be minimized by
adding the TPV pad resistance to the theoretical value. For the calculation of pad
resistance, a conformal metallization was assumed, leading to annular disc geometry
for via pad, and the formula: R* = ρ.

was used to compute the pad

resistance, where r1 and r2 are the outer and inner radii of the annular disc, and tcu is
the thickness of the conformal metal.
Table 13: Theoretical and experimental values of TPV resistance

Parameter

Theoretical
(mΩ)

Resistance

2.14

Theoretical resistance
value of TPV pads
(2R*) (mΩ)
Approx. 0.4
(assuming r1 = 20µm; r2
= 10µm, l = 10µm and tcu
= 10µm)

Measured
(mΩ)
2.92 ± 0.52

6.3.2 High frequency RF measurements
Electrical characterization of the two-metal layer ultra-thin glass interposer
was carried out using a vector-network-analyzer (VNA) and high frequency RF
probes. Short-open-load-through (SOLT) calibration was performed on the
measurement set-up followed by S-parameter measurements on the individual test
coupons using 250µm pitch GSG probes. The insertion loss of the two major
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components of interposers, namely redistribution lines (RDLs) and through-packagevias (TPVs) are presented.
In the case of CPW lines (RDLs) in glass, a good correlation trend was observed
between the measured and simulated insertion-loss parameter. The total length of the
CPW line was 6.2mm, while the line width and spacing were 120µm and 18µm

Insertion Loss (dB)

respectively. The simulated and measured insertion loss (S12) is shown in Figure 142.

Top View

3D-EM
6.2 mm CPW RDL
120µm/18µm L/S

Measured

Side View

Frequency (GHz)
Figure 142: Measured insertion loss (S12) of Glass interposer RDL traces.

The effects of combining signal lines with TPVs were then studied to analyze
the impact of ultra-fine pitch glass vias on signal performance. Impedance matched
CPW line structures containing 1mm RDL of 120µm line width and 20µm spacing
were measured with and without TPV as shown in Figure 143. The interconnection
showed extremely low signal loss (around 0.1 dB) up to 20GHz with a good
correlation trend between the measured and simulated insertion-losses. However,
some minor variations between the simulated and measured results were observed due
to the challenges associated with low-loss microwave calibration.
As illustrated in Figure 143, overall, it was observed that glass interposers
exhibit superior signal performance because of the very high resistivity of glass and
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reduced return loss due to shorter via length, leading to overall lower TPV and RDL
insertion loss.
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Figure 143: Measured insertion loss (S12) of CPW line with TPV transitions.
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Chapter 7
RESEARCH SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research is a first systematic and fundamental approach to exploring glass
as an electronic substrate. To meet the increasing demand for high bandwidth beyond
POP, ultra-thin 3D glass interposers with small-pitch TPVs are proposed and
demonstrated as a compelling alternative to 3D IC stacks interconnected with TSVs.
In the 3D glass interposer approach, high-bandwidth and short interconnections
between logic and memory ICs are achieved using ultra-small pitch TPVs in ultra-thin
glass substrates. Although glass, as an electronic interposer exhibits many benefits,
the brittleness of glass gives rise to two fundamental challenges that have been
identified as: a) small-via hole formation at small-pitch with minimum surface
damage and b) copper metallization of these holes with good adhesion and thermomechanical reliability.
To address the aforementioned scientific challenges, a systematic study was
undertaken to provide a fundamental understanding of how these challenges could be
overcome to allow the development of reliable small-pitch TPVs in ultra-thin glass
interposers. A simple process flow is shown in Figure 144 that illustrates the scope of
research tasks and the key scientific and engineering contributions resulting from each
task. As shown in this figure, the systematic study was divided into four main tasks:
a) electrical modeling and design of TPVs, b) TPV hole formation, c) TPV
metallization and thermo-mechanical reliability analysis, and d) TPV electrical
characterization and demonstration of 30µm thin-glass test vehicle with small TPVs.
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Research Tasks

Scientific Contributions

 Electrical modeling of TPVs
with 10µm dia. in 30µm thin
glass performed

TPV Modeling and Design
• Electrical

TPV hole formation

TPV Metallization and
Thermo-mechanical
Reliability analysis

Engineering Contributions

 Interactions between laser and
polymer-laminated glass substrates
were studied.
 Small TPV diameters were achieved as
a result of photo-chemical ablation

 Modification of TPV side-wall surface (in
roughness) due to laser ablation led to
improvement in adhesion between cu-seed layer
and glass surfaces.
 Introduction of polymers on the glass surface
resulted
in
improved
thermo-mechanical
reliability of TPVs

TPV Characterization and
Demonstration

 Implementation
of
design,
fabrication and characterization of
TPVs in 30µm thin glass test
vehicle

Figure 144: Research tasks and key scientific and engineering contributions.

The research results and analysis of each research task were documented and
discussed in separate chapters within this document. The following section provides a
summary of the key findings of each research task.
7.1 Research Summary:
7.1.1 Electrical Modeling and Design of ultra-small TPVs in glass

o TPVs in glass with an entrance diameter of 10-15µm at 30µm pitch were
modelled using 3D full wave EM solver (HFSS). It was observed that the
insertion loss and cross-talk values of TPVs in glass were significantly lower
compared to TSVs in Si. The vias in glass showed insertion loss values less than
0.05dB till 40GHz and isolation greater than 37dB between vias (cross-talk). On
the other hand, TSVs with similar dimensions showed more than 0.3dB loss at
20GHz and an isolation of about 30dB (cross-talk).
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o Additionally, a parametric study was performed by changing the electrical
properties of materials within the 3D model. The following variations were
considered for the parametric study: a) change in glass material composition,
resulting in variations in dielectric constant and loss tangent values of glass; b)
change in conductor material inside TPVs, causing variation in TPV resistivity;
and c) change in metallization thickness. The study showed that the frequency
response of the TPVs was not affected by changes in the metallization thickness
or variation of glass material. However, a slight change in the S-parameter
response was observed between the different metallization materials. The study
revealed that copper is highly favorable for achieving the best electrical
performance.
7.1.2 TPV Hole Formation


First, a detailed study on glass machining methods and their mechanism was
undertaken. Next, several TPV formation methods were explored, including
mechanical processing, photo-via formation, and laser ablation, to achieve the
smallest TPV diameter with minimum damage around the via. A detailed study on
laser ablation in glass using different laser systems (UV, CO2, excimer, picosecond) was carried out. The study showed that the smallest via diameters (30µm
diameter in 180µm thin glass) with minimum thermal and mechanical damage
around the TPV can be achieved using 193nm ArF-based excimer lasers. The
small diameter of TPVs was attributed to the small spot size of the laser beam,
and the photo-chemical nature of the ablation process that resulted in minimum
damage during TPV formation.
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To achieve smaller TPV diameters (< 30µm) similar to TSVs in Si, ultra-thin
glass substrates with thicknesses less than 100µm were explored. Thin glass,
however, is prone to brittle failure, and thus to achieve crack-free glass handling
during TPV processing, novel thin-film polymers (RXP4M and ZIF) were
laminated on the glass surface.



Next, a combination of thin glass substrates (30-50µm) and excimer laser ablation
(193nm) were investigated to achieve ultra-small via holes.



In addition to the formation of small TPVs, the through-put capability of excimer
laser ablation process was studied. The measured through-put values of excimer
lasers (193nm and 248nm) were compared with CO2 laser. TPV through-put
values in the range of few hundred vias per second (400-1000 vias/ second) were
achieved using projection-based ArF and KrF laser systems. However, the laser
field size was reduced to 1mm x 1mm, to ensure higher laser fluence, which is
well beyond the threshold value for glass ablation. Thus, the findings revealed that
a step and repeat approach is required to form through holes over a larger panel
size.

7.1.3 TPV Metallization and Thermo-mechanical Reliability Analysis
Because laser ablation in ultra-thin glass substrates resulted in small-pitch
TPVs, a double-side process approach could be implemented to metallize the TPVs.
This double-side approach is a unique feature of this research study and is different
from metallization of TSVs in silicon. The processing of glass can be done on bothsides simultaneously without the need for CMP.
A. Metallization


To apply electroless copper deposition, polymer-laminated glass substrates with
TPVs were initially subjected to chemical desmear using permanganate solution
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to improve the adhesion between seed-layer and polymer. A combination of
electroless and electrolytic copper plating was used to metallize the TPVs with
entrance and exit diameters of 15µm and 8µm respectively in 30µm thin glass.
Logically, a reduction in glass thickness could potentially improve the through-put
of via plating process by significantly reducing the plating time.


The side-wall of TPVs formed by excimer laser ablation showed a thin layer of redeposited glass. The mechanical property of this layer was analyzed using nanoindentation tests. The tests revealed that the re-deposited glass exhibits
intermediate mechanical behavior between that of bulk glass and polymer.

B. Thermo-mechanical Reliability Analysis


Preliminary reliability tests were performed on TPV daisy chains in polymer
laminated glass substrates. TPV daisy chains were subjected to thermal cycling
between -55oC to 125oC and showed stable daisy values up to 1500 thermal
cycles. Micro-structural and X-ray examinations after TCT did not reveal any
cracks or delamination from the TPV side-wall.



Thin polymer layers laminated on the glass surfaces act as a stress buffers,
especially in the high-stress concentration regions (TPV edges). Because the
polymer exhibits relatively lower modulus values compared with glass or copper,
most of the stresses at the copper-polymer or copper-polymer-glass interfaces are
converted into strain in polymer.

7.1.4 TPV Characterization and Demonstration

A. Characterization


To study the electrical behavior of small TPVs, and to validate the results from
electrical simulations, a test vehicle using 30µm thin glass was designed and
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fabricated using panel-based, double-side processes. The design comprised of
transmission lines and kelvin probe structures.


Both the DC as well as high frequency characteristics of TPVs in glass were
analyzed through measurements. A stable DC resistance value of 2.9mΩ was
measured for a single TPV. The result obtained was in good agreement with the
theoretically- predicted value. Next, high frequency RF probes were used to
obtain the s-parameter response of TPVs in thin glass. The measured insertion loss
of transmission lines with TPVs was observed to be significantly lower (0.1 dB
till 20GHz) compared to TSVs in Si, owing to the high resistivity of glass and the
absence of capacitance due to oxide liner.

B. Demonstration
o An innovative process-flow was developed for fabricating multi-layer glass
interposers using 100-180µm thick glass substrates. The RDL stack-up consisted
of four metal layers with RXP4M as the dielectric on the core and ZIF as the
build-up polymer. The metal layers across the build-up layers were connected
using micro-vias, while the TPVs provided electrical connection between metal
layers on both sides of the glass substrate. The entrance and exit diameters of
TPVs achieved using excimer laser ablation were 60µm and 35µm respectively.
o Once the process-flow for multi-layer glass interposers with TPVs was
established, four low-pass filters (LPF) with cut-off frequency values between 0.8
and 5.2 GHz were fabricated within the four–metal layers on the glass interposer.
A good correlation between the simulated and measured value of insertion loss
was obtained. The filters exhibited very low insertion loss (< 0.1 dB) in the pass
band and a high rejection in the stop band (> 20 dB).
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7.2 Key contributions
A. Scientific Contributions
o The formation of small TPV holes at small pitch with minimum defects was
studied using photo-thermal and photo-chemical mechanisms.
o The interactions between laser and polymer-laminated glass substrates were
studied.

It

was

observed

that

lower

wavelength

excimer

lasers

helped achieve small TPV diameters due to their smaller spot size and photochemical nature of the ablation process. The TPVs formed have a diameter of
10µm at 30µm pitch in glass substrates having a thickness of 30µm.
o Detailed analysis of TPV cross-sections revealed thin layer of re-deposited glass.
This modification of TPV side-wall surface (in roughness) led to improvement in
adhesion between cu-seed layer and glass surfaces.
o The introduction of polymers on the glass surfaces helped minimize the thermomechanical stresses inside TPVs, leading to improved reliability.
B. Engineering Contributions
o Electrical modeling and design of ultra-small TPVs (10-15µm diameter) in ultrathin glass substrates (30µm) was performed.
o Based on the fundamental understanding of TPV formation and their
metallization, the design, fabrication and characterization of 30µm thin glass testvehicle (two-metal layer) was implemented.
o An innovative process-flow was developed for fabricating four-metal layer glass
interposers.
o Miniaturized RF filter designs were implemented in four-metal layer glass
interposers. The characterization results showed very low-insertion loss with
excellent model to hardware correlation.
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7.3 Future Extensions
This dissertation explored ultra-thin glass based interposers and focused on
addressing the fundamental challenge associated with TPV hole formation and their
metallization. The following studies are proposed as future extensions of this
research:
a) TPV Formation:
Via formation using laser ablation resulted in a tapered via. However, for high
performance applications a vertical via profile may be desirable. Thus, fundamental
studies can be undertaken for achieving vertical TPV holes in glass. Additionally,
through-put enhancement techniques for via hole formation can be investigated.
b) TPV metallization and reliability:
This study identified the presence of a thin layer of re-deposited material
along the side-wall of TPVs. An initial characterization of the mechanical property of
this material was conducted. A more comprehensive study can be undertaken to
ascertain the chemical and mechanical behavior of this re-deposited material on the
side-wall of TPVs and correlate its impact on TPV reliability.
The thermo-mechanical reliability of TPVs in glass is a major concern, and
therefore, a more detailed and exhaustive study on reliability and failure analysis of
metallized TPVs can be undertaken. This research studied novel-polymer dielectrics
on smooth glass surface to achieve metallized through holes. Direct metallization of
copper on the glass surface still remains a significant challenge and further study is
required to achieve reliable TPVs in bare glass substrates without intermediate
dielectrics.
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c) Electrical characterization:
The high electrical resistivity of glass resulted in lower insertion loss and
cross-talk between closely spaced TPVs. However, the high impedance of glass
results in power-ground plane resonances in glass interposers that affected the signal
and power integrity in glass interposers. Therefore, novel solutions are required to
suppress such resonances and provide the highest quality signal and power delivery in
3D glass interposers.
7.4 Publications, Patent and Award
This work resulted in the following peer reviewed journal and conference
publications:
Journal and Conference publications
1. ‘Low-Cost Thin Glass Interposers as a Superior Alternative to Silicon and Organic
Interposers for Packaging of 3-D ICs’ V. Sukumaran et al, Components,
Packaging and Manufacturing Technology, IEEE Transactions, 2012.
2. ‘Design, Fabrication and Characterization of Ultra-thin 3D Glass Interposers with
Through Package vias at same pitch as TSVs in Silicon’ V. Sukumaran et.al.
Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology, IEEE Transaction, 2014
3. ‘Modeling, Design, Fabrication, and Demonstration of Band-Pass-Filters in Glass
Interposer with Through-Package-Vias’ S. Sitaraman, V. Sridharan, V.
Sukumaran et.al. Submitted to Components, Packaging and Manufacturing
Technology, IEEE Transaction, 2013
4. ‘Ultra-miniaturized Band-Pass Filters enabled by Ultra-thin 3D IPD Glass
Packages’ S. Sitaraman, V. Sukumaran, M. Raj, Y. Suzuki, S. J Kim, V. Sundaram
and R R Tummala, Submitted to IEEE Micro-wave letters, 2013
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5. ‘Modeling, Design, Analysis and Characterization of 3-D Glass Interposers as an
alternative to logic-to-memory bandwidth than 3D-IC stack’ G. Kumar, V.
Sukumaran, V. Sundaram, R. R. Tummala. To be submitted to IEEE CPMT, 2014

This work resulted in the following conference proceedings:
1.

‘Ultra-miniaturized and surface-mountable Glass-Based 3D IPAC Packages for
RF Modules’, Yoichiro Sato, Vijay Sukumaran et al. Presented at ECTC 2013,
Las Vegas, 2013

2. ‘Reliability of TPVs in Glass’, Kaya Demir, Yoichiro Sato, Koushik R, Vijay
Sukumaran et al. Presented at ECTC 2013, Las Vegas, 2013
3. ‘3D Glass Interposers: Design, Fabrication and Reliability’, V. Sukumaran et.al
Presented at Global Interposer Technology workshop, Georgia Institute of
Technology, December 2011
4. ‘Electrical Modeling, Design and Characterization of Glass Interposer with Finepitch Through-Package Vias’ V. Sukumaran et al. Electronic Components and
Technology Conference (ECTC), 2011, Orlando
5. ‘High Density Electrical Feed-throughs in Advanced Biocompatible Organic
Substrates for Retinal Implants’ Venky Sundaram, Jim Weiland (USC), Vijay
Sukumaran et al. Electronic Components and Technology Conference (ECTC),
2011, Orlando
6. ‘Glass Interposer as an Alternative to 3D ICs for High Bandwidth Logic-Memory
Integration’ Gokul Kumar, Tapobrata Bandyopadhyay, Vijay Sukumaran et al.
Electronic Components and Technology Conference (ECTC), 2011, Orlando
7. 'Glass as an Electronic Package Substrate for Consumer and Biomedical
Applications'

Vijay Sukumaran et al. Presented at The American Ceramic
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Society's 2010 Glass & Optical Materials Division Annual Meeting 2010 –
Corning Newyork
8. 'Through-Package Via Formation and Metallization in Low Cost and Fine Pitch
3D Glass Interposers' Vijay Sukumaran et al. Presented at the 60th Electronic
Components and Technology Conference 2010, Las Vegas
9.

‘High Quality Bandpass Filter Design & Fabrication in 3D Glass interposer with
Through Package Via (TPV)’ Vivek Sridharan, Sunghwan Min, Venky Sundaram,
Vijay Sukumaran et al. Presented at the 60th Electronic Components and
Technology Conference 2010, Las Vegas

10. ‘Trend from ICs to 3D ICs to 3D Systems’ Rao Tummala, Venky Sundaram,
Ritwik Chatterjee, P. Markodeya Raj, Nitesh Kumbhat, Vijay Sukumaran et al.
Presented in the IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits Conference (CICC), San Jose,
CA. September 2009. [Invited paper]
Patent Application


Venky Sundaram, Rao R Tummala, Vijay Sukumaran, Fuhan Liu, Vivek
Sridharan, Qiao Chen, "Through-Package-Via (TPV) Structures On Inorganic
Interposer And Methods For Fabricating Same," US20130119555 A1, 2013.

Award


Intel best paper award – ECTC 2010
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